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ABSTR A C T

EXPLICIT CONGESTION CONTROL ALGORITHMS FOR
AVAILABLE BIT RATE SERVICES IN ASYNCHRONOUS
TRANSFER MODE NETWORKS

by
Ambalavanar Arulambalam
Congestion control of available bit rate (ABR) services in asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) networks has been the recent focus of th e ATM Forum. The focus of this
dissertation is to study the impact of queueing disciplines on ABR service congestion
control, and to develop an explicit rate control algorithm.
Two queueing disciplines, namely, First-In-First-O ut (FIFO) and per-VC
(virtual connection) queueing, are examined.

Performance in terms of fairness,

throughput, cell loss rate, buffer size and network utilization are benchmarked via
extensive simulations. Implementation complexity analysis and trade-offs associated
with each queueing implementation are addressed. Contrary to the common belief,
our investigation demonstrates th at per-VC queueing, which is costlier and more
complex, does not necessarily provide any significant improvement over simple FIFO
queueing.
A new ATM switch algorithm is proposed to complement the ABR congestion
control standard. The algorithm is designed to work with the rate-based congestion
control framework recently recommended by the ATM Forum for ABR services.
The algorithm ’s primary merits are fast convergence, high throughput, high link
utilization, and small buffer requirements. M athematical analysis is done to show
th at the algorithm converges to the max-min fair allocation rates in finite time, and
the convergence time is proportional to the distinct number of fair allocations and the
round-trip delays in the network. At the steady state, the algorithm operates without
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causing any oscillations in rates. The algorithm does not require any param eter
tuning, and proves to be very robust in a large ATM network.
The im pact of ATM switching and ATM layer congestion control on the
performance of T C P /IP traffic is studied and the results are presented. The study
shows th a t ATM layer congestion control improves the performance of T C P /IP
traffic over ATM, and implementing the proposed switch algorithm drastically
reduces the required switch buffer requirements.
In order to validate claims, many benchmark ATM networks are simulated,
and the performance of the switch is evaluated in terms of fairness, link utilization,
response tim e, and buffer size requirements. In terms of performance and complexity,
the algorithm proposed here offers many advantages over other proposed algorithms
in the literature.
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CH APTER 1
INTRO DUCTION
Over the years, our society has become more and more dependent on fast and timely
delivery of information. As a result of dramatic developments in high speed VLSI
and information processing technologies, many services using multi-media - including
voice, video and data - have rapidly started to emerge to satisfy the needs of our
society. To support this wide variety of services, telecommunications carriers have
traditionally operated a number of networks with specialized structures optimized
toward the services they support. Traditionally, these services have been carried
via separate networks - voice on the telephone network; data on computer networks
or local area networks; video teleconferencing on private, corporate networks; and
television on broadcast radio or cable networks [1]. These networks are largely
engineered for a specific application and are not suitable for other applications.
Customers with access to multiple services needed to be equipped with multiple
access methods, multiple hardware requirements, and various access protocols. It is
often desirable to have a single network to provide all these communication services
in order to achieve the economy of sharing. Integration prevents the need for many
overlaying networks, which complicates network management and reduces the flexi
bility in the introduction and evolution of services.
The recent growth of digital technology has meant that many components of
non-data networks have been migrating towards digital technologies for economic and
quality reasons. As this trend continues, more components of the separate logical
networks can be physically shared within the carrier’s infrastructure. W ith this in
mind the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has provided a new set
of recommendations that overcome the limitations of conventional networks. This
new, integrated digital network, which supports a wide range of bandwidth and

1
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2
delay requirements, is called the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
(B-ISDN) [2].
The primary goal of the B-ISDN is to provide users with a universal platform
to integrate all kinds of multi-media services. Various services required by business
and the scientific community have become the driving force behind the realization
of B-ISDN in the near future. Many users require sophisticated features and wider
transmission bandwidth, a situation resulting from the following developments:
• The increasing number of LANs installed and the need to interconnect them;
• The requirement for high bandwidth links due to the increase in processor
speed, software sophistication and file size, particularly the growth in graphicbased systems;
• The requirement to support systems th at employ distributed computing and
to support systems th at are distributed in many locations;
• The increasing strategic value of information for the business community and
the recognition of improved telecommunication services as a critical business
advantage.
In order to realize B-ISDN, the ITU has recommended Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) technology as the transport mechanism for B-ISDN services. ATM
technology is based on the statistical multiplexing of short fixed-size (53 Bytes) cells.
In recent years ATM technology has quickly become the most talked about subject in
the communications and computer industry. ATM technology employs the concept
of cell switching, which combines the benefits of traditional packet switching, used
widely in data networks, and circuit switching, used widely in voice networks [3].

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f th e copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout perm ission.

3
1.1

T h e A B R S erv ice C a te g o ry

As an established principle, ATM provides the flexibility of integrating the transport
of different classes of traffic with a wide range of service requirements. ATM also
provides the potential of obtaining resource efficiency through the statistical m ulti
plexing of a diverse mix of traffic streams. Gains due to statistical multiplexing,
however, come at the risk of potential congestion. Flow and congestion control in
ATM networks is concerned with ensuring th at users get their desired quality of
service, and it can be broadly separated into two categories: open-loop control and
closed-loop control. The objective of open-loop control is to ensure a priori that
the network traffic intensity normally will never reach a level to cause unacceptable
performance degradation.

If a source is able to characterize in detail its traffic

characteristics and performance requirements, the network can then take these values
into account in the call acceptance decision (e.g., Call Admission Control).

In

addition, mechanisms such as policing units need to be provided at the entrance
of the network to ensure that the source is consistent with the pre-specified traffic
parameters. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit R ate (VBR) services fall
into this category. On the other hand, most d ata applications cannot predict their
own traffic parameters, and usually require a service th at dynamically shares the
available bandwidth. Such a service is referred to as Available Bit R ate (ABR).
The ABR service, aimed at the economical support of applications with
vague requirements for throughputs and delays, will systematically and dynamically
allocate available bandwidth to users by controlling the rate of offered traffic through
feedback. A user might know, for example, th a t a particular application runs well
across a lightly loaded 10-Mbps Ethernet and poorly through a 9.6 Kbps modem.
T hat same user, however, could have difficulty selecting a single number to serve as
both a guarantee and a bound on the bandwidth for the application, as would be
required to set up a CBR connection across an ATM network. Trial and error would
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help to narrow the range of viable bandwidths for the application, but typically not
to a single number. The ABR service is suited for such an application.
While the ABR service is potentially useful for a wide variety of applications,
the main motivation for its development was the economical support of d ata traffic,
where each packet of d ata is segmented into ATM cells, the loss of any one of which
causes the re-transmission of the entire packet by a higher protocol layer. After
studies [4] showed th at the indiscriminate dropping of ATM cells under congestion
could lead to the collapse of throughput for packet d ata applications, the goals of the
ABR service were expanded to include the support of sharply defined objectives for
cell loss. As a result, the class of control mechanisms considered for the ABR service
was restricted to those that, based on feedback from the network to the traffic source,
could tightly control cell loss within the network. The ABR service would guarantee a
particular cell-loss ratio for all traffic offered in proper response to network feedback.
To maximize the odds that the vague requirements of an ABR connection were met
by a network’s available bandwidth, the class of control mechanism considered for
the ABR service was further restricted to those th at can use the available bandwidth
efficiently and allocate it systematically among the connections active at a given
time.
Vague requirements for throughputs and delays are requirements nonetheless
and are best expressed as ranges of acceptable values. An additional goal of the ABR
service was to allow a user to specify, at the tim e of connection setup, a lower and
upper bound on the bandwidth allotted to the connection over its life. The value of
allowing users to do so will increase over tim e as network bandwidths grow and the
throughputs required by different types of applications become farther and farther
apart.
A final goal of the ATM protocol was to support connections across Local Area
Networks (LANs), Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs), or Wide Area Networks
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(WANs). The physical link th at spans the ATM User Network Interface (UNI), e.g.,
between a terminal adapter and a switch, may itself extend to arbitrary distances.
The ability to work in a variety of environments is particularly important when traffic
is controlled using feedback, as with the ABR service, for then the sizes of queue
fluctuations depend not so much on the absolute size of network distances as on the
amount of data that a connection can transm it during the time it takes feedback
to reach the traffic source. Hence, the performance issues experienced by an ABR
service for the WAN of today will arise for the MAN of tomorrow that has one tenth
the propagation delay of today’s WAN but ten times the link bandwidth.

1.2

Traffic M a n a g e m e n t of A B R S ervices

The success of ABR services depend on how the traffic in the network is managed, and
one of the challenges is how to react in the event of network congestion [5]. Because
of its bursty nature, congestion control for ABR service poses more challenging
problems than other services, and it has been the focus of recent standardization
efforts at the ATM Forum. The ATM Forum has documented many proposals and
studies regarding this issue [6]—[16]. After considerable debate, the ATM Forum has
adopted a rate-based congestion control algorithm, which is based on the closedloop feedback flow control principle, to control congestion for ABR traffic in ATM
networks [17]. The approach chosen by the ATM Forum’s Traffic Management
Working Group as the best match for the goals of the ABR service is to control the
bandwidth of connections directly. Since each ATM cell contains the same number
of bits, control of a connection’s bandwidth, measured as a bit rate, is achieved by
directly controlling its cell rate, hence the term rate-based flow control. Control of
the cell rate for a connection would occur at least at the source Terminal Adapter
(TA), which would shape the connection’s traffic as directed by feedback from the
network. As an option it might occur at points within the network as well.
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Under a rate-based framework, the share of bandwidth allocated to a connection
does not depend on the delays between points where data is shaped on a perconnection basis, so th a t a rate-based framework is ideal for architectural flexibility.
In addition, a rate-based framework can support fair (even) allocations of bandwidth,
as well as bandwidth guarantees, even when the simple First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
discipline is used a t network queues [18]. The degree of architectural flexibility
allowed by a rate-based framework for the ABR service distinguishes it from other
approaches to flow control for high-speed networks [19], [20].
As an enhancement, the scheme allows the intermediate switches to specify
an explicit rate of transmissions for VCs. The challenge is to calculate the explicit
rate, which is a fair share of available bandwidth, in a distributed and asynchronous
manner. Many such switch algorithms, with varying degrees of complexity and
performance characteristics, have been proposed. The focus of this dissertation is to
evaluate such fair allocation algorithms, and propose a new, fast, and adaptive-rate
allocation algorithm suitable for a large ATM network, while keeping the complexity
low and achieving a high level of performance.

1.3

Outline of the Dissertation

A complete description of the ABR congestion control framework is presented in
Chapter 2, which describes the basic elements of congestion control. The problem of
congestion in networks and the issues relating to congestion control are addressed in
Chapter 2. The behavior of source, destination, and the possible switch mechanisms
are summarized. It is necessary to understand the fairness criterion under which we
develop the fair-rate allocation algorithm. The mathematical model for the fairness
criterion is presented in Chapter 3, which also includes a small survey of existing
fair-rate algorithms. Chapter 4 was w ritten to accomplish three goals. The first
was to discuss the different queueing strategies possible to complement ABR traffic
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control. The second was to provide a good understanding of queueing disciplines
versus different ABR implementations. The third goal was to evaluate complexity
and performance trade-offs among the possible queueing disciplines. The proposed
new fair-rate allocation algorithm is presented in C hapter 5, which presents the
basic elements, the key features, and the implementational details of the algorithm.
The proof of convergence of the algorithm is also provided. Extensive simulation
study is done in order to verify the correctness of the algorithm. Many benchmark
simulation scenarios are simulated and the results are presented in Chapter 6. The
simulation results show that our algorithm functions effectively, and offers many
advantages over other proposed algorithms. In C hapter 7, the algorithm presented
in Chapter 5 is enhanced to provide support for minimum cell-rate requirements of
the ABR service category. The possible fairness criterions, which take into account
minimum cell-rate requirements, are outlined. Simulation results are provided to
illustrate the enhancement. In Chapter 8, the im pact of ATM switching and the
ATM layer congestion control on the performance of T C P /IP traffic is addressed.
The goal is to address the issues of switch buffer requirements and their effects on
packet re-transmissions. A simple network topology is simulated to illustrate the
performance. The summary of this dissertation, conclusions drawn from this work,
and the possible future directions are presented in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2
TH E C O N G ESTIO N CONTROL FRAM EW ORK FOR A B R
SERVICES
ATM is a networking protocol with the potential of supporting applications with
distinct tolerances for delay, jitter, and cell loss, and distinct requirements for
bandw idth or throughput. To address this spectrum of needs, the ATM Forum has
defined a family of service categories. Due to the wide range of traffic character
istics it is necessary to employ a traffic management scheme th at satisfies the broad
diversity of quality of service required by different applications, while making efficient
use of network resources. W hile ATM promises many advantages over traditional
networks, it suffers from the potential risk of congestion, and this is one of the major
problems a traffic management scheme should deal with. Congestion is generally
defined a s the condition reached when the demand for resources exceeds the available
resources, over a certain tim e interval. More specific to ATM, congestion is defined
as

the condition where the offered load (demand) from the user to the network

approaches or exceeds the Quality of Services (QoS) specified in the traffic contract.
In other words, congestion is a state where the network elements are not able to
provide the negotiated network performance objectives for the already established
connections [21].
In ATM networks, the resources th a t can become congested include switch
ports, buffers, transmission links, ATM A daptation Layer (AAL) processors, and
Call Admission Control (CAC) processors [22]. The network elements such as link
bandwidth and buffer space act as a bottleneck (the resource where the demand
exceeds the capacity). For example, when large bursts of cells arrive at a switch
port in an ATM network, the switch may not have enough resources (i.e., buffer
space) to hold them in a queue and multiplex them. This condition will lead to cell
dropping and the degradation of quality of service performance. Congestion control

8
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in ATM networks is difficult because of the large number of combinations of appli
cation characteristics, network characteristics, and levels of congestion detection and
reaction. One congestion control scheme th at works very well for certain applications
and network characteristics at a certain level may work poorly for different charac
teristics, and/or different levels. For these reasons, congestion control in broadband
networks has been the subject of intensive research.
This chapter provides insight into ABR congestion control in general. Section 2.1
provides the selection criteria for an effective congestion control scheme for ABR
services.

A brief history on the selection process of ABR control at the ATM

Forum is provided in section 2.2. A detailed description of the rate-based congestion
control approach, which was recently recommended by the ATM Forum as the ABR
congestion control approach, is presented in section 2.3. We conclude this chapter
by providing a brief summary in section 2.4.

2.1

Selection Criteria

ATM congestion control refers to the set of actions taken by the network to minimize
the intensity, spread and duration of congestion. The prim ary role of traffic control
and congestion control parameters and procedures is to protect the network and the
user in order to achieve network performance objectives while optimizing the use
of network resources [21]. In general a congestion control scheme must exhibit the
following properties [23].
1. E fficiency: There are two aspects of efficiency we m ust consider. First of all, the
amount of overhead that the control scheme imposes on the network should be very
minimal. Sometimes the control cells used by the control scheme may congest the
network further. Second, we do not want the network resources to be under-utilized
because of the control scheme. Inefficient control schemes may throttle down sources
even when there is no danger of congestion, leading to under-utilization of resources.
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Therefore, it is necessary that our control scheme fully utilizes the network resources
without causing additional overhead to the network.
2. S ta b ility :

There is a tim e delay between the detection of the congestion and

the receipt of the congestion signal by the source. The control mechanism should
receive this congestion information and try to bring the network to an uncongested
state. It is important that the control mechanism converge to a steady state with
a small amount of oscillations in few round trip times; otherwise, the network may
operate under unstable conditions.
3. R o b u stn e ss:

We need a control scheme th at will operate well with the changes

in traffic patterns, and should be robust under minor parameter changes. It should
be able to work under circumstances where control information is lost. A scheme
may work very well under certain conditions and with certain traffic characteristics,
but if there is a sudden change in traffic flow the scheme may not operate as desired.
It is imperative that the control scheme be stable when the parameters are mistuned
or presence of cell loss in the network.
4. S im p licity :

In order for a scheme to be implementable with a low cost, the

scheme must be simple. Simplicity is very im portant in high speed networks such
as ATM, because - due to high switching and transfer rates - we do not want the
control schemes processing many parameters and making a decision. If the control
scheme is very simple then the processing of control information would be fast and
will not delay any traffic flow. Moreover, the hardware requirement, such as the
buffer space required to hold the incoming cells should be minimal. Larger buffers
are not only expensive, but also increases delays in the network. Simple protocols
are very easy to implement, and are easily accepted as international standards.
5. S calab ility :

It is natural for network systems to grow in time, and we have

seen an explosive growth in network sizes in the last decade.

Furthermore, the

introduction of optical fibers has tremendously increased the bandwidth.
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developments make it imperative th at any proposed congestion control scheme scale
well with the growth of network-size (i.e., distance, speed, number of users, number
of nodes) and with the increase in available bandwidth.
6. F airness:

During congestion it is necessary for some sources to reduce their

transmission rate, in order to control congestion. The congestion control scheme
must make a choice on which source to throttle (either by requesting it to do so, or
by dropping its cells), and should determine how to allocate network resources in a
fair manner. One control should not discriminate against a set of connections, and
no connections should be arbitrarily favored. For example, if an excessive demand
by some source A causes the throttling of another source B, then clearly the network
is treating B unfairly. We need a congestion control scheme which treats the sources
fairly.

2.2

D e v e lo p m e n t o f A B R C o n tro l

The ATM Forum has received many congestion control schemes over the last two
years.

Many proposals, such as France Telecom’s Fast Resource Management

Scheme [24], Fujitsu’s Delay-Based Rate Control [7], Backward Explicit Congestion
Notification (BECN) Scheme [25],[26], and Sun Microsystem’s Early Packet Discard
method [27], have been rejected very early since they failed to meet the adequate
requirements of congestion control selection criteria.
For the past few years, the congestion control research for ABR services has
been centered around two basic schemes: credit-based and rate-based congestion
control. Several approaches, which use a closed-loop feedback control mechanism th at
allows the network to control the cell transmission rate at each source, were proposed
to the ATM Forum [17],[19],[20]. The benefits of a closed-loop control that dynam 
ically regulates the flow of traffic entering a network based on congestion information
have been demonstrated in many networks such as T C P /IP [28], DECnet [29], and
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Frame Relay [30]. After a considerable debate, the ATM Forum has adopted a ratebased congestion control approach, without making commitments to any particular
switch algorithm. The endorsement for the rate-based approach came about because
of th e architectural flexibility it provided, which includes a wide range of possible
switch implementations with varying degrees of cost and complexity.

2.3

T h e R a te -B a se d C o n g e stio n C o n tro l F ram e w o rk

In the ABR service, the source adapts its rate to changing network conditions.
Information about the state of the network, such as bandwidth availability, state
of congestion, and impending congestion, is conveyed to the source through special
probe cells called Resource Management Cells (RM-cells). The scheme is based on
a closed-loop, “positive feedback” rate control principle [31]. Here, the source only
increases its sending rate for a connection when given an explicit positive indication
to do so, and in absence of such a positive indication, continually decreases its
sending rate. The decision to “remove an opportunity for a rate increase” is made
independently by each intermediate network based on the state of the resources it
is protecting. The decision may be based on a cell queue depth in a switch or a
threshold on an aggregate rate of cells flowing on a link. This allows considerable
freedom in network equipment design, and allows the network provider to trade off
cell buffer memory and link bandwidth utilization.

2.3.1

F u n c tio n a l E le m e n ts o f A B R C o n tro l

Figure 2.1 illustrates the elements of a typical communication network implementing
the ABR closed-loop (or feedback) framework. These elements are defined below.
1. S o u rce a n d D e stin a tio n :

The source and destination generate and receive the

ATM cells transported through the network. They typically reside in the terminal
adapters, or network interface cards, at the extrem e points of an ATM virtual
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F ig u re 2.1 Rate-Based End-to-End Congestion Control Scheme

connection. The virtual connection is routed through the network and includes a
forward (from source to destination) and a backward (from destination to source)
path. For both bi-directional point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections, the
forward and backward components of a virtual connection use the same connection
identifiers, and pass through identical transmission facilities. A distinguishing feature
of a source for the ABR service is its ability to subm it cells into the network a t a
variable but controlled or shaped rate. An ABR source and destination also must
form the two ends of the ABR control loop: the ABR source transm its cells for
conveying feedback information toward the destination and the destination returns
them toward the source.
2. N e tw o rk S w itch: Switching elements provide the necessary resources for storing
and forwarding ATM cells from sources to destinations, namely port bandwidth and
buffers. These are limited resources, the contention for which may lead to congestion
in th e form of loss or the excessive delay of cells. An ABR switching element must
m onitor the use of its resources to provide proper feedback to the source.
3.

F e e d b ac k M ec h a n ism s:

Feedback from network switches to end systems

gives users the information necessary to respond, by appropriately modifying their
submission rates, to changes in the available bandwidth, so that congestion is
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controlled or avoided and the available bandwidth is used. The use of feedback by
the ABR service to control the source rate is one form of closed-loop flow control.
4. V irtu a l S o u rc e /D e s tin a tio n (O p tio n a l):

While at least one control loop

between source and destination end systems is required, segmentation of the control
loop can be optionally implemented by way of virtual sources and destinations, as
shown in Figure 2.2. An intermediate switching element can close the control loop
and initiate a new control loop by functionally behaving as a destination and as a
new source. The main motivations for a virtual source/destination are to reduce
the length of individual control loops and to create separate control domains for
administration.
5. U sag e P a r a m e te r C o n tro l (U P C ) (O p tio n a l):

User parameter control,

or policing (at the UNI), of traffic submitted by an end system is an essential
requirement for public networks supporting multiple services.

Service providers

typically must support lower bounds on the bandwidth provided, as well as QoS
objectives applying to delays and cell loss. The need for mechanisms th at protect
users of the ABR service from misbehaving users of the same service and limit how
services affect each other is satisfied via the joint action of policing and of scheduling
and buffer management at the switch ports. Policing may not be needed in some
private-network environments, although efficient mechanisms to ensure fair access to
resources are still im portant.
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One additional element, which is not shown in Figure 2.1, is needed for ABR
point-to-multipoint connections: branch point (for point-to-multipoint connections
only). The role of a branch point for an ABR point-to-multipoint tree is to replicate
cells traveling from the root to the leaves and to consolidate feedback traveling from
the leaves to the root at points where branches of the tree intersect. The ABR branch
point must assure th at the flow of feedback transm itted onto each branch conforms
to the expected behavior for a point-to-point connection. By doing so, a branch point
makes it possible for sources destinations, virtual sources, virtual destinations, and
switches to behave the same way for point-to-multipoint connections as for point-topoint connections.

2.3.2

Basic Mechanism

The precise definitions of the source, the destination, and the switch behavior are
presented in the ATM Forum Traffic Management Specifications 4.0. In this section
we give a brief overview of the framework and a detailed description of the source,
the destination and the switch behavior.
Prior to transmission, the source creates a connection with a call setup request.
During this call setup, the values for a set of ABR-specific parameters are identified.
These parameters are shown in Table 2.1. Some values are requested by the source
and possibly modified by the network (e.g., the lower and upper bounds on the source
rate) while others are directly chosen by the network (e.g., the parameters charac
terizing the process for dynamically updating rates). A partial list of parameters
negotiated or provided by the network is tabulated in Table 2.1. For a more complete
listing, please refer to [32].
The typical operation of the rate-based control framework is illustrated in
Figure 2.3. Once the source has received permission, it begins cell transmission.
The rate at which an ABR source is allowed to schedule cells for transmission is
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T ab le 2.1 ABR Control Framework Param eters
Param eter
PCR
MCR
IC R
A IR
N

Description
Peak Cell Rate
Minimum Cell Rate
Initial Cell Rate
Additive Increase Rate
D ata cells per RM cell
Rate Decrease Factor
Allowed Cell Rate

rm

RDF
ACR

Comments
Maximum allowed rate
Minimum rate guaranteed by the network
Start-up rate after source being idle
Amount of rate increase perm itted
Provided by the network
Used when C l bit is set
Used to control source’s transmission rate
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F ig u re 2.3 Rate-Based End-to-End Congestion Control Scheme
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T a b le 2.2 Fields in RM Cell and Their Sizes
Field
Header
ID
D IR
Cl
BN
CCR
MCR
ER
C R C - 10

Description
ATM Header
Protocol ID
Direction of RM cell
Congestion Indication
BECN cell (switch generated)
Current Cell Rate
Minimum Cell R ate
Explicit Cell Rate
Cyclic Redundancy Check

Size in bits
40
8
1
1
1
16
16
16
10

denoted as Allowed Cell Rate (A C R ). The A C R is initially set to the Initial Cell
R ate (IC R ) and is always bounded between the Minimum Cell R ate (M C R ) and the
Peak Cell Rate (P C R ). Transmission of data cells is preceded by the sending of an
ABR Resource Management (RM) cell. The basic structure of an RM cell is shown
in Figure 2.4. Table 2.2 describes the RM-cell fields and their sizes. The source will
continue to send RM cells, typically after every N rm d ata cells. The source rate is
controlled by the return of these RM cells, which are looped back by the destination
or by a virtual destination.
The source places the rate at which it is allowed to transm it cells (its AC R ) in
the Current Ceil R ate (C C R) field of the RM cell, and the rate a t which it wishes
to transm it cells (usually the P C R ) in the Explicit R ate (E R ) field. The RM cell
travels forward through the network, thus providing the switches in its path with the
information in its content for switches’ use in determining the allocation of bandwidth
among ABR connections. Switches may also decide at this tim e to reduce the value
of the explicit rate field E R , or set the Congestion Indication (C l) bit to 1. Switches
supporting only the Explicit Forward Congestion Indication ( E F C I ) mechanism (by
which an indicator in the header of each data cell is set under congestion) will ignore
the content of the RM cell. Switches optionally may generate a controlled number
of ABR RM cells on the backward path, in addition to those originally supplied by
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the source. Switch-generated RM cells must have the Backward Notification ( B N )
bit set to 1 and either the C l bit or the No Increase ( NI ) bit set to 1.
When the cell arrives at the destination, the destination should change the
direction bit in the RM cell and return the RM cell to the source. If the destination
is congested and cannot support the rate in the E R field, the destination should
then reduce E R to whatever rate it can support. If, when returning an RM cell, the
destination observed a set E F C I since the last RM cell was returned, then it should
set the RM cell’s C l bit to indicate congestion.
As the RM cell travels backward through the network, each switch may examine
the cell and determine if it can support the E R for this connection. If the E R is too
high, the switch should reduce it to the rate that it can support. No switch should
increase the E R , since information from switches previously encountered by the RM
cell would then be lost. The switches should try to modify the E R for only those
connections for which there is a bottleneck, since this promotes a fair allocation of
bandwidth.
When the RM cell arrives back at the source, the source should reset its A C R ,
based on the information carried by the RM cell. If the congestion indication bit
is not set ( C l = 0), then the source may increase its A C R by a fixed increment
determined at call setup, toward (or up to) the E R value returned, but never
exceeding the P C R .

If the congestion indication bit is set ( C l = 1), then the

source must decrease its A C R by an amount greater than or equal to a proportion
of its current A C R , the size of which is also determined at call setup. If the A C R
is still greater than the returned E R , the source m ust further decrease its A C R to
the returned E R , although never below the M C R . A set N I bit tells the source to
observe the C l and E R fields in the RM cell, but not to increase the A C R above its
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current value. This can be expressed as follows:
f max (min (P C R , E R , A C R + N r m A I R ) , M C R )
\ m ax(m in (P C R , E R , A C R ( l - g g * )) , M C R )

if C l — 0 and N I = 0,
if C l = 1,
(2 .1)

where A I R is the Additive Increase Rate, and R D F is the Rate Decrease Factor.
Note that the factors A I R and R D F control the rate at which the source increases
and decreases its rate, respectively.
To make the ABR framework robust to synchronized surges in traffic from
different users and to network failures, the source also must decrease its A C R if it
is not taking full advantage of it or is not receiving the expected return flow of RM
cells. Additional operational details of the ABR specifications can be found in [32].

2.4

S w itch M e c h a n ism s fo r A B R C o n g estio n C o n tro l

The various switch mechanisms can be classified broadly depending on the congestion
monitoring criteria used and the feedback mechanism employed. The three distinct
switch mechanisms are 1) simple E F C I marking, 2) selective marking and 3) explicit
rate marking.

2.4.1

E F C I M ark in g

In an EFCI-based switch, if congestion is experienced in an intermediate switch
during the connection, the E F C I bit in the data cell will be set to 1 to indicate
congestion. The C l field in the RM cell is set (i.e., C l = 1) by the destination if
the last received data cell has the E F C I field set (i.e., E F C I = 1) and is returned
back to the source. The RM cells generated by the source and then returned by
the destination represent opportunities for rate increases for the connection. If the
source receives an RM cell with no congestion indication (i.e., C l - 0) the source is
allowed to increase its rate. If the congestion indication bit is set (i.e., C l = 1) the
source decreases its rate. The parameters A I R and R D F control the rate by which
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the source increases or decreases its rate. A basic operation of this type is shown in
Figure 2.5.
The EF C I-based switches suffer from a phenomenon called the beat-down
problem. In a network using only EFCI-based switches, where a congested switch
marks the E F C I bit of the d ata cell, sources traveling more hops have a higher
probability of getting their cells marked than those traveling fewer hops. To illustrate
this, consider a VC that traverses i hops. For the purpose of illustration, consider a
network with the same level of congestion at all switches. Let the marking proba
bility at each switch be Pm. Then, the end-to-end marking probability, F , of a data
cell traversing i hops can be given by
F = iPm-

(2.2)

This clearly shows that VCs traveling more hops have a higher probability of having
their bit set than those traveling fewer hops. The long path VCs have very few
opportunities to increase their rate and are beaten down more often than short path
VCs. This is the beat-down problem.

2.4.2

S electiv e M a rk in g

To overcome the beat-down problem one may use the current cell rate ( CCR) value
found in the RM cell and selectively indicate congestion on connections traversing a
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congested link to ensure fair-rate allocation among the competing connections. T hat
is, during congestion periods, some connections with a C C R value higher than their
fair share will be signaled to reduce their rates, while others whose C C R is lower than
their fair share, may be allowed to increase their rates. This is sometimes referred
to as “intelligent marking” or “selective marking.”

2.4.3

Explicit R ate Marking

The basic option offered by the approach described above consists of single-bit
congestion feedback, supported via E F C I mechanisms in the switches and the
C l b it in the RM cells. In addition to E F C I marking and selective marking the
switches may employ sophisticated switch mechanisms, which compute an explicit
rate value th at is fed back in the appropriate RM field [33],[34]. These more advanced
approaches require switches th at compute the fair share for each connection in a
distributed fashion and explicitly set the source transmission rate. This specific rate
is E R may be used by intermediate networks with small cell buffers th at drive a
connection rate lower to quickly respond to transient conditions where, say, a large
number of idle connections sharing a link become active within a short time. A
basic operation of this type is shown in Figure 2.6. During the initial transmission
the E R field in the RM cell is set to P C R , and as the RM cell loops through the
network, intermediate switches are allowed to reduce the E R value depending on
their state of congestion. When the RM cell is received back at the source, the E R
value placed in the RM cell is used explicitly to force the current A C R at the source
to th e smaller of the current A C R and the E R . Many algorithms, featuring sophis
ticated intelligent and explicit-rate mechanisms, have been proposed, demonstrating
the enormous potential of the rate-based approach [11], [33]—[37].
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Compute and Mark ER (use CCR and ER values)

□

DATA Ceil

R B RM Cell

l l l l ATM Switch

F ig u re 2.6 Rate-Based Congestion Control Scheme with ER Marking

2.5

Summ ary

In summary, the rate-based, closed-loop control mechanism for ABR services, defines
the source-end and the destination-end system behavior, and it defines the means of
forward and backward notification of congestion information. The ABR framework
1. supports end-to-end flow control, but also defines the option for intermediate
switches or networks to segment the control loop;
2. allows switches to limit their participation in support of ABR connections using
the simple 1-bit E F C I mechanism, but also to provide more detailed feedback
th at dynamically changes an explicit upper bound on the source rate;
3. defines mechanisms and control-information formats to allow switches imple
menting any of the above types of feedback to coexist within the same control
loop and interoperate with the end systems.
The ABR framework is fundamentally a protocol for informing the source about
the bandwidth made available to it by the network. The option for ABR switches
to provide explicit-rate feedback does not specify how the network would derive
the explicit rate, beyond the natural constraints described above. As a result, the
ABR specification can support an ever widening family of rate-based, closed-loop
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implementations for congestion control. The flexibility inherent in the specification
of the rate-based framework should offer service and equipment providers broad
latitude in their creation of implementations appropriate to their various markets. At
one extreme, the ABR framework allows for almost instantaneous access to available
bandwidth (within one round-trip time for the control loop), as may be appropriate
for LAN environments, and can be accomplished by using explicit-rate feedback (the
E R field of RM cells). At the other extreme, the ABR framework allows for the more
gradual change of rates, as may be appropriate for connections with long propagation
delays, and can be accomplished with explicit-rate feedback, single-bit feedback (i.e.,
through E F C I or the C l field of RM cells), or with a coordinated use of both.
The flexibility of the ABR framework is grounded in a single set of behaviors
implemented by the source and destination of the ABR connection. By fixing these
behaviors, the ABR specification assures th at users can take advantage of innovation
and evolution in switch algorithms without changing their network interface cards
and terminal adaptors. By following these behaviors, end systems fulfill their end of
a contract for obtaining dynamic access to bandwidth and the reliable transport of
data.
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CHAPTER 3
FAIR RATE ALLOCATION FOR A B R SERVICE USERS
Providing ABR services to customers or users successfully depends on how the traffic
in the network is managed, and one of the goals of traffic management is how to
react in the event of network congestion. The ATM Forum has adopted a rate-based
congestion control approach, which is based on a feedback flow control principle, to
control congestion. In feedback flow control the network users adjust the load of
traffic they send into the network, based on some information about the network
status.

Recall th at in the rate-based approach, for each virtual connection the

Resource Management (RM) cells are used to carry congestion information among the
source, the switch and the destination. As noted earlier, the switches implementing
the simple EFCI marking provides an unfair rate allocation to the sources traveling
many hops. The explicit rate (ER) switches overcome the unfairness problem by
computing a fair share of bandwidth and communicating this fair value to the sources.
There are many such explicit rate calculation algorithms existing today. This chapter
is intended to provide a survey of such algorithms and to evaluate them in terms of
performance and complexity.
First it is necessary to provide the meaning of “fairness” and to provide a
mathematical model of a fairness criterion. This issue is addressed in section 3.1.
In general an ER algorithm must have many desired properties in terms of its
performance and complexity.

Section 3.2 presents such properties.

Section 3.3

provides a brief survey of many proposed ER algorithms. This section also evaluates
each algorithm in terms of its performance merits, shortcomings and complexity
issues. We conclude this chapter by providing a brief summary and motivation for a
new algorithm that improves the performance while keeping the complexity low.

25
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3.1

F a irn e ss C rite rio n

The issue of fairness in a multiuser environment, such as in ATM networks, has gotten
a great deal of attention in the research community. The term “fairness” is conceived
in a num ber of ways in the literature [38]—[40]. According to the fairness criterion
th at they employ, the various schemes fall into the following three categories [41]:
1. Fair utilization of network resources (e.g., link capacity, buffer);
2. Fairness in user performance (e.g., throughput, delay);
3. Balanced interference among users.
In the context of ABR service in ATM networks, since the ABR users are willing
to accept delay variations, with the goal of using any unutilized link bandwidth, the
notion of fairness which will involve fair distribution of available link capacity among
many competing ABR users is suitable. Thus, the issue of fairness becomes the
central element of congestion control. A commonly used fairness criterion is “maxmin fairness,” which was introduced in [42]. The ATM Forum has accepted the
notion of max-min fairness as the criterion to decide fairness in an ATM network.
This definition, however applies in an unambiguous way if no ABR connections
receive bandwidth guarantees (M C R = 0), but various conflicting interpretations
exist if connections use different, non-zero M C R values [43]. These issues will be
addressed in C hapter 7.

3.1.1

M ax-M in Fairness

The max-min criterion allows maximizing the link capacity allocated to users with
the minimum rate allocation. Let us define C as the set of links and S as the set of
virtual connections established in a given ATM network. Each session j E S has a
fixed path and traverses a subset of links Cj. Denote <5/ as the set of sessions that
traverse link I E C. The capacity (or bandwidth) of each link I E C is denoted by C/.
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Let Xf CR denote the allocated rate at which the cells of session j enter the network
(i.e., current cell rate), and let X f R denote the maximum perm itted transmission rate
of session j (i.e., explicit rate). In a network node, connections th at are competing
for bandwidth can be grouped into two categories:
1. Bottlenecked Connections - The connections th at cannot achieve the their
fair (equal) share of bandwidth at the particular node because of constraints
imposed by their P C R requirements or by limited bandwidth available at other
nodes along the route of the connection;
2. Unbottlenecked Connections - The connections th at can achieve high bandwidth,
and the bandwidth th at they can achieve is limited by the bandwidth available
at the considered node (usually referred to as a bottleneck node for that
connection).

Definition 1 A link I £ C is called the bottleneck link fo r a session

j,

such that

Fi = Ci, and Xj is at least as large as the rate of any other sessions using the
bottleneck link. Furthermore, the rate, Xj, is referred to as the bottleneck bandwidth
fo r the session j .
In the above definition Fi is the total flow on a link I given by
F i = E X>jes,

(3-1)

We require the fair allocations for each session to be non-negative while the total flow
does not exceed the link capacity. These constraints can be formulated as follows.
Xj > 0 ,

VjeS

Fi < Ci, V / e £ .

(3.2)

Thus, the problem is to find a rate-allocation vector, A = [Aj, A2 - • • Ajv], th at
is feasible (i.e., satisfies Equation (3.2)), and that is fair in the max-min sense. The
key ideas behind max-min fairness are:
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• Each VC has at least one bottleneck link along its path;
• Rates allocated to VCs bottlenecked at a link should be equal and can be given
by
„ .
Ci —V Rates of VCs bottlenecked elsewhere
ra ir Share = ------ ——
;----- -—— ----,
Ni — VCs bottlenecked elsewhere

.
(3.3)

where JV) is the number of connections using the link.
A simple procedure for finding the max-min fair rate allocations can be formulated
iteratively as follows:
1. Find the equal share of each session on each link.
2. Find the VC with minimum allocation.
3. Subtract this rate and eliminate the VC with minimum allocation.
4. Recompute equal share of each link in the reduced network.
5. Repeat procedures 2 - 4 until all the VCs are eliminated.
The max-min principle is fair since all the users share a link, get equal share
of bandwidth of the link provided that they can all use th at fair share, and the
only factor th at prevents the user from obtaining higher allocation is the bottleneck
link. Moreover, the max-min principle is efficient in the sense that it maximizes the
;throughput.

3.1.2

Exam ple of M ax-Min Fairness Criterion

As an example consider the network configuration shown in Figure 3.1. The network
consists of four switches connected via three links. The bandwidths of links L l, L2
and L3 are 10Mbps, 50Mbps and 150Mbps respectively. Four VCs are setup such
th at the first link Ll is shared by two sources Si and S2. The second link is shared
by sources S2 and S3. The third link is shared by the sources S2, S3 and S4.
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F ig u re 3.1 Network Configuration to Illustrate Max-Min Fairness

T a b le 3.1 Max-Min Fair Allocation Procedure
Iteration#
1
2
3

SI
5
5
5

S2
5
5
5

S3
25
45
45

S4
50
72.5
100

In order to calculate the fair share let us divide the link bandwidths fairly
among contending sources. On link L l, we can give 5Mbps to each of the sources
51 and S2. On link L2, we could allocate 25Mbps for the two contending sources,
52 and S3. On link L4 we could give 50Mbps to each of the sources S2, S3 and S4.
However, source S2 cannot use its 25Mbps share at link L2 since it is allowed to use
only 5Mbps at link L l. Therefore, we give 5Mbps to source S2 and reallocate the
bandwidth. Since source S2 only uses 5Mbps on link L2 we can allocate 45Mbps
bandwidth to source S3. Now the new available bandwidth on link L3 is 145Mbps.
We will divide this among the contending sources S3 and S4 equally at 72.5Mbps.
Since the source S3 is bottlenecked at link L2 it can only use 45Mbps of its fair share
of 72.5Mbps on link L3. Therefore, we will give the source S3 45Mbps on link L3 and
reallocate the bandwidth for source S4. Now the available bandwidth on link L3 is
150 — (5 + 45) or 100Mbps and we will allocate this bandwidth to source S4. Thus,
the fair allocation vector for this configuration is {5,5,45,100}. The procedure is
outlined in Table 3.1.
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3.2

A T M S w itch M ec h a n ism s fo r A B R S e rv ic e a n d F airn ess

The various switch mechanisms can be classified broadly depending on the congestion
monitoring criterion used and the feedback mechanism employed. Typical feedback
mechanisms include binary feedback - setting of the E F C I bit in the cell header, or
explicit rate ( ER) calculation - sending this information to the source through the
RM cell. The inability of the EFC I-based switches to satisfy max-min fairness have
lead to the development of many sophisticated ER-based switches. In this section, we
will focus on the design of distributed explicit rate algorithms and provide a survey
of some of the proposed algorithms.

3.2.1

Requirem ents for Explicit R ate Algorithm s

Correct and efficient operation of ABR control vastly depends on the quality of
the ER algorithm implemented at the switches. The objective is to determine the
fair share rate in a distributed network under dynamic changes in the absence of
centralized knowledge about the network and without the synchronization of different
network components. An effective distributed algorithm must exhibit the following
properties.
1.

Convergence: Max-Min fairness criterion should be guaranteed for all the

connections especially for a start-up connection, which has difficulty obtaining
bandwidth from existing connections. In steady state the allowed rates for each
connection should converge to their fair share without causing large oscillations.
The large oscillations generally result in poor link utilization, low throughput and
buffer overflow problems.
2.

Responsiveness: The available bandwidth for ABR service connections vary

rapidly since they operate with CBR, VBR and other ABR connections that generate
competing traffic. Therefore, it is im portant to address the transient performance of
the explicit rate algorithm, which must respond well in a dynamic environment. The
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ability to provide fast access to the available bandwidth and rapid rate reductions
under congestion are necessary requirements for an explicit rate algorithm. Moreover,
the rates should converge to the new max-min fair allocations very quickly when new
connections are formed and old connections exit.
3. Implementation Complexity: The algorithm should be simple enough to be implementable without adding much cost to the switch design. The required computations
should be kept to a minimum and have to be done in a very short time. As an
example, consider a switch-output port operating at 155 Mbps with a corresponding
cell tim e of 2.1bps. In order to achieve full efficiency of the line and cell-backlog,
the switch must process and schedule each cell within 2.1bps. In the future, the link
speeds may go up to 622Mbps or even up to 2.4Gbps with corresponding cell-times
of 0.68ps and 0.18/js.
4.

Scalability: The design of fair-rate allocation algorithms should scale well to

support a large number of virtual connections in the ATM network. The number
of calculations performed at each arrival of an RM cell should be kept to minimum
to allow the switch processors to complete the required calculations within a short
interval (i.e., a few cell-times).
5. Robustness: The algorithm must work correctly even in the presence of heavy
cell loss, dynamic load changes, network failures and param eter mis-tunings. When
many parameters are used in explicit rate calculations, any param eter mis-tuning
may lead to performance degradation. It is desirable to have a small number of
param eters where they can be set easily.
6. Inter-operability: The ER switches should be able to operate effectively with
existing simpler switches that only perform E F C I marking. The algorithms that
use only the E R field in the RM cell suffer from inter-operability problems. Since
the simpler switches do not modify the E R field, a switch that uses only the E R
field loses any congestion information given by the simpler switch. This may lead
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to poor link utilization, low throughput or serious buffer overflow problems. The
algorithms that take advantage of both E R and C C R fields in the RM cell not only
perform well, but also have the capability to inter-operate with other switches. The
C C R field reflects the actual transmission rate of the source and thus any congestion
information obtained from the simpler switches would have been taken into account
of current allowed cell rate computations.

3.2.2

D esig n Issu es

The choice among different explicit rate algorithms influences implementation in a
significant way. Since ATM technology is meant to be scalable to very high speeds, a
significant portion of the algorithms needs to be performed in hardware. The implementational issues concerning a switch must include effective congestion detection,
buffer management, and explicit rate calculations. These issues are addressed below.
1. C o n g estio n D e te c tio n : Effective congestion detection techniques th at have
broad implications on complexity and performance must be implemented. Congestion
detection may be based on the use of the following methods: 1) a single threshold,
2) multiple thresholds, 3) differential of queue length, 4) output port link utilization
or 5) variation of successive cell delay for the same connection.
2.

P e r-V C Q u e u ein g vs.

P e r-V C C o u n tin g : It has been recognized that

per-VC queueing in ATM networks is prohibitive because its implementation does
not scale with the number of connections to be supported, and it requires complex
buffer management and scheduling algorithms and a high implementation cost.
This very reason has led to the defeat of several congestion control proposals for
ATM networks, for instance [19], [20]. At intermediate switches, queuing disciplines
(buffer management and scheduling) can affect the behavior of traffic flows, and
if properly implemented, lessen congestion. Queueing disciplines, however, do not
affect congestion and flow control directly in that they do not change the total traffic
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adm itted into the network. Any flow controls, either open-loop or closed-loop, should
be designed in such a way that they function well even in the presence of simple
queueing disciplines in the network. We believe th at implementing some class-based
queueing strategies is necessary to handle complex dynamic traffic fluctuations in
high-speed links, to isolate traffic flows and to ensure that quality of service for each
class will be maintained. We also believe, however, th at per-VC queuing may not
necessarily provide any significant performance improvement over simple queuing
disciplines, and its implementation complexity may not be justified.
Per-VC counting means that a switch stores some information related to
each VC in its VC-table.

Many of the algorithms take into consideration the

expense of per-VC counting, and stay away from implementing per-VC countingbased algorithms. The algorithms which attem pt to eliminate the need for per-VC
counting use various approximation techniques requiring many parameters to force
convergence. Many such algorithms that use various degrees of approximation suffer
from degradation of convergence properties and poor transient response. Use of
per-VC counting makes it possible to calculate exact fair-rates and thus it provides
improved convergence and fast transient response.
3. E x p lic it R a te C o m p u ta tio n This is the primary routine of any explicit rate
algorithm. The explicit rate calculations can be made as a function of queue length,
output link utilization, C C R of each connection, or E R value in the RM cell.
Different algorithms use one or many of the above in their calculation routine. The
key is to use the information available in an effective manner to achieve a high level
of performance with few calculations.

3.3

P ro p o se d D is trib u te d E x p lic it R a te A lg o rith m s

The ABR flow control specifications put forth by the ATM Forum present consid
erable freedom to switch vendors in designing and developing switch mechanisms
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th at handle E R calculations. Many such algorithms that calculate E R have been
proposed and can be classified into two broad categories based on the information
used for ER computations. In the first category, the queue length is used as the
congestion indicator, and rates are incrementally updated based on the level of
congestion. The algorithms th a t fall in the second category require the switches to
explicitly compute the available bandwidth and feedback of E R . which is calculated
directly based on the available bandwidth. In this section a brief survey of some of
the m ajor proposed switch algorithms in terms of their performance and complexity
is presented.

3.3.1

MIT Algorithm

The scheme is based on the M aster’s Thesis work of Anna Charny at MIT, and was
originally formulated in the context of packet switching [44]. It can, however, be
easily adapted for use in ATM networks.
Each switch monitors its traffic and calculates its available capacity per flow.
This quantity is called the “advertised rate.” The switches keep track of the bottle
necked connections and the last seen C C R values. When an RM cell arrives at the
switch, if its E R is less than the advertised rate then the connection is assumed to
be bottlenecked elsewhere, and the status bit and the current rate of the connection
are stored in the VC-table. Equation (3.3) is used directly to compute the advertised
rate. If at any time a connection previously marked transmits at a rate larger than
the advertised rate, it must be unmarked and the advertised rate must be recal
culated.
The algorithm converges to the optimal, max-min rates from any initial
conditions, and the convergence tim e is upper-bounded by 4M round-trip times,
where M is the number of bottleneck links. The steady state bandwidth utilization
of the connections do not oscillate and have a fast transient response. Since the
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advertised rate calculations require the switch to refer all the connections’ statuses,
the algorithm has a computational complexity of O(N), where N is the number of
connections. These computations require significant processing time. The algorithm
requires that all the switches along its path execute the same explicit rate algorithm,
which prevents this algorithm to inter-operate with any other switch mechanisms.
This is due to the fact th at the ER calculations are based primarily on the ER
field on the RM cell; consequently, if a simple switch th at does not mark the ER
field exists in the network, the congestion information of the simple switch will be
ignored.
In order to overcome computational complexity, a quantized (discrete) rate
allocation process is presented in [45]. This scheme requires th at sources be allowed
to send cells at a rate chosen from a discrete set of possible transmission rates.
Thus the switches are only needed to store these discrete values, which reduces
the complexity significantly. Unfortunately, this new approach requires th at all the
sources be aware of this discrete set of rates, and that all the switches in the network
are implemented with the same algorithm.

3.3.2

Enhanced Proportional R ate Control A lgorithm (EPRCA)

The EPRCA algorithm was originally proposed in [36]. The basic approach of this
algorithm is based on the algorithm in [33] and the work in [34], This algorithm
is a heuristic approach, designed in such a way such th at it does not require any
VC-table reference. The EPRCA algorithm uses the queue length as the congestion
indicator and computes an approximate fair rate, called the Mean Allowed Cell Rate
(MACR). The fair share, based on the level of congestion, C C R , and the computed
fair rate, is conveyed to the sources, and the sources adjust their rates accordingly.
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In this approach, during uncongested periods the the switches estim ate the
fair-rate by computing the M A C R for all VCs, as shown below.
M A C R = (1 - A V ) ( M A C R ) + (A V ) (C C R ),

(3.4)

where A V is the averaging factor. By this approach the average of the O C R ’s of the
VCs that are not bottlenecked elsewhere can be estimated. The fair share ( 7 ) is set
as a fraction of this average.
7 = (.D P F ) ( M A C R ) ,

(3.5)

where D P F is a multiplier called the switch down pressure factor. The E R field in
the returning RM-cells are reduced to fair share if the switch is in a congested state,
as follows.
XER = mm(XER, 1 ).

(3.6)

The switch may also set the C l bit in the cells passing when it is congested,
which is sensed by monitoring its queue length.

When the switch is congested,

M A C R is then used to selectively m ark the reverse direction RM cells so th at the
ones with a C C R greater than the M A C R are marked with C l = 1 (congested), and
those below the M A C R are left to increase. This is the basic solution to beat-down,
the case where a VC through many nodes is marked congested too often and gets an
unfair, low capacity.
To make this scheme work in practice, however, the closed loop of the switches
and the sources with their CCR’s and MACR’s must converge under all conditions.
To insure this, the algorithm has several multiplier factors used to force convergence.
Although the EPRCA scheme is simple and does not require any per-VC accounting,
it uses many parameters to force convergence, and unless these parameters are
tuned properly, the algorithm does not perform well under a wide range of network
scenarios. Improper selection of these parameters results in large oscillations in rates,
poor link utilization, large buffer requirements, and poor response time.
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3.3.3

Explicit R ate Indication for Congestion Avoidance (ERICA)

The ERICA (Explicit R ate Indication for Congestion Avoidance) approach proposed
in [35] computes a fair rate based on the number of active connections, the input
rate of queue and the available bandwidth. Each ABR queue measures its input rate,
F(t), over a fixed “averaging interval” and divides it by the target rate, F t9t (which
is set slightly below the link bandwidth), as shown in Equation (3.7). A target
utilization value is used to control the queue growth rate. Based on the known
available capacity of the link, the switch computes a load factor, />, which is a ratio
of actual input flow and target operating speed of the link.

f

= TV'

(3'7)

Measurement of load consists of simply counting the number of cells received during
a fixed averaging interval. A load factor of less than 1 indicates th at the queue is
underloaded and a load factor of greater than 1 indicates that the queue is overloaded.
Utilizing the load factor the queue, the VC share bandwidth, 7 t/c, is calculated as
l vc = —
P

•

(3-8)

The C C R value used to compute j vc comes from the forward RM-cells and the
feedback is given in the backward RM-cells. This ensures that the most current
information is used to provide the fastest feedback.
In order to achieve fairness, this scheme allows underloaded VCs to increase
their rate to fair share. The switch calculates fair share, 7 , as:
p t3t

7 = -¥ -,

(3-9)

where N is the number of active VCs in the queue. Upon reception of an RM cell in
the backward direction the ER field in the backward RM cell is marked as follows.
\ ER = m in { A ER, m a x ( 7 , 7 lc)} -
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The ERICA algorithm operates in a congestion-avoidance basis, insensitive
to parameter variations, and proves to be very robust. The rates converges very
quickly and operates without any oscillation. This algorithm, however, has some
fundamental limitations in terms of achieving fairness for all the connections and
buffer requirements. In some cases a connection th at starts late - although it gets
its equal link share - it does not get the max-min fair rate. Furthermore, during
transient periods, and if the desired target utilization is set close to the full link rate,
the queue grows rapidly and results in heavy cell loss.

3.3.4

Congestion Avoidance Using Proportional Control (CAPC)

The CAPC algorithm proposed in [37], the switches also set a target utilization and
measure the input rate to compute load factor p. During underload (p < 1), fair
share is increased as:
7 = 7 min(ERU, 1 -f (1 —p) Rup),

(3.11)

where Rup is a slope parameter between 0.025 and 0.1, and E R U is the maximum
increase allowed. During overload (pi > 1 ) , fair share is decreased as:
7 = 7 max(ERF, 1 —(pi — 1) Rd n ),

(3.12)

where Rdn is a slope parameter between 0.2 and 0.8, and E R F is the minimum
decrease required. The ER field in the RM cell is updated as follows.
\ ER =

(3.13)

The CAPC algorithm does not require any per-VC counting approach; however, the
parameters that are required to force convergence must be set carefully. Incorrect
settings of the parameters exhibits large oscillations in rates, and does not converge
to the correct rates.
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3.4

Summary

The ABR flow control specifications put forth by the ATM Forum present consid
erable freedom to switch vendors in designing and developing switch mechanisms
th a t handle E R calculations. In this chapter, a summary of many algorithms that
calculate E R is presented. These algorithms have varying degrees of complexity and
performance characteristics.
The issues relating to convergence, responsiveness, robustness, scalability,
and implementational complexity dominate the design of an effective distributed
algorithm.

The performance characteristics of non per-VC counting approaches

suffer significantly in terms of convergence, robustness, and responsiveness. The perVC counting approaches, although more complex, provide significant performance
merits.

The algorithm developed in this dissertation attem pts to use per-VC

counting in an effective manner to achieve a high level of performance while keeping
the computational complexity low.
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CHAPTER 4
IM PACT OF Q UEU EIN G DISCIPLINES ON A B R CONGESTION
CONTROL
It has long been recognized that per-VC queueing in ATM networks is prohibitive
because its implementation does not scale with the number of connections to be
supported, and it requires complex buffer management and scheduling algorithms
and a high implementation cost. This very reason has led to the defeat of several
congestion control proposals for ATM networks, for instance [19], [20]. The rapid
growth in both use and size of ATM networks, however, has sparked a renewed
interest in incorporating per-VC implementation in commercial ATM switches [46].
Several ATM switch vendors have recently announced their per-VC implementation
strategies. There is no clear technical evidence, however, to show what benefits perVC queueing can provide to justify its implementation cost. The objective of this
chapter is to address this issue and provide insights and understanding of the impact
of queueing disciplines on ATM networks.
A t intermediate switches, queueing disciplines (buffer management and
scheduling), which control the usage of buffer space and the order in which cells
are sent, can affect the behavior of traffic flows, and if properly implemented, lessen
congestion. However, queueing disciplines, do not affect congestion and flow control
directly in th at they do not change the total traffic adm itted into the network.
Any flow controls, either open-loop or closed-loop, should be designed in such a
way th a t they function well even in the presence of simple queueing disciplines in
the network. We believe th at implementing some class-based queueing strategies
is necessary to handle complex dynamic traffic fluctuations in high-speed links,
to isolate traffic flows and to ensure th at quality of service for each class will be
m aintained. We shall argue, however, th at per-VC queueing may not necessarily
provide any significant performance improvement over simple queueing disciplines,

40
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and its implementation complexity may not be justified.

To evaluate this, we

examine two queueing disciplines and their impact on ABR traffic.
This chapter is written in order to accomplish three goals.

The first was

to discuss the different queueing strategies possible to complement ABR traffic
control. The second was to provide a good understanding of queueing disciplines
versus different ABR implementations. This is done in section 4.1, where we present
simulation results for a specific benchmark network. The third goal was to evaluate
complexity and performance trade-offs between two queueing disciplines. This point
is discussed in section 4.2. The m ajor conclusion obtained in this study is that
simple FIFO queueing is adequate for ABR control, where connection-based closedloop control can handle congestion effectively and fairly. We observe that the explicit
connection-based control can implicitly achieve the same effect as per-VC implemen
tation. Following a similar line of reasoning, we believe th at per-VC queueing may
not even be required for open-loop controlled traffic such as CBR and VBR, and
effective policing and traffic shaping on a per-connection basis may well protect wellbehaved users, and ensure that quality of service can be achieved.

4.1

Buffer M anagem ent and Cell Scheduling

A network switch provides the necessary resources; namely, port bandwidth and
buffers, for routing ATM cells. The port bandwidth and the buffer size are limited
resources and are heavily contended. The heavy contention over a period of time
may lead to congestion and, as a consequence, to possible loss and excessive delay
of ATM cells. Therefore, in order to provide high quality-of-service a switch must
employ efficient buffer management techniques and cell scheduling policies. As we
have already mentioned, the rate-based framework provides many degrees of freedom
in the behavior and implementation of network switches. One such freedom is the
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capability of employing various buffer management strategies and cell scheduling
policies.
Buffer management strategies control the usage of buffer space, monitor the
level of congestion in its resources, and employ cell discarding strategies.

Cell

scheduling policies decide how to schedule each cell and transm it over the link (i.e.,
the order in which the cells are transmitted). There are several options for such a
buffer management scheme. For example, single FIFO queueing or per-VC queueing
can be used as two distinct techniques. In the single FIFO queue approach the
queue is served in a FIFO manner, thus there is no need for a complex scheduling
mechanism. The per-VC queueing approach may employ various cell scheduling
mechanisms, such as weighted round-robin or weighted fair queueing [47]. In addition
to queueing disciplines, effective congestion detection techniques th at have broad
implications on implementation complexity and performance must be implemented.
The congestion detection may be based on the use of the following methods: I) a
single threshold, 2) multiple thresholds, 3) differential of queue length, 4) output
port link utilization or 5) variation of successive cell delay for same connection. The
single FIFO queueing and per-VC queueing techniques are discussed below. For both
approaches a two threshold-based congestion detection mechanism is used.

4.1.1

Single FIFO Queueing

In this approach, a centralized output-port memory is completely shared by a single
queue, where all the cells from different sources form a single queue and the cells are
scheduled in a FIFO manner. This type of discipline is the simplest, most economical
and commonly implemented queueing discipline. If the queue length exceeds the
available buffer space then the incoming cells are discarded. To minimize cell-loss,
congestion must be detected effectively. In this work, congestion detection is done
by using two queue thresholds. When the queue length is above the high-threshold
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To Output Link

Incoming Cells .

FIFO Scheduler
Q (t)

Q (t)

F ig u re 4.1 The Single FIFO Queueing and Two Threshold Congestion Detection
Approach

(Q

h t

) level the congestion indication flag is set to 1 (i.e.

set until the queue length drops below the low-threshold

a(t)

(Q

lt

)

= 1) and remains
level. This can be

mathematically expressed as follows:

a(t) =

1 if Q(t) > Q h t
1 if Q(t) > Q lt and cr(t—) = 1
0 if Q(t) < Q lt

(4.1)

This two threshold detection method ensures th at the oscillations are minimized.
This detection mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.1 .2

P e r-V C Q u e u ein g

Unlike the first approach where all the VCs are queued in one single queue, in the
per-VC approach, cells from different VCs are queued in separate queues and the
buffer space is allocated on a per-VC basis. Multiple classes of traffic with varying
degrees of priority and delay requirements can be fairly served with the per-VC
implementation in conjunction with a fair scheduling policy such as the weighted
fair queueing or weighted round-robin scheduling policy. The output-port buffer
space could be divided among all the VCs in a fixed manner or dynamically shared
among VCs. In the fixed buffer size allocation method (static) each VC is only
allowed to occupy its own VC buffer share, but in adaptive buffer management VCs
can take up more than their share. When the buffer becomes full, however, a cell
from the queue with the largest queue length is dropped to allow room for the newly
arriving cells. The adaptive buffer management scheme utilizes the buffer space more
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Per-VC Queues

Schedulei

To Output Link

F ig u re 4.2 The Per-VC Queueing and Two Threshold Congestion Detection
Approach

efficiently than a fixed buffer management scheme without wasting any buffers. In
order to compare the performance of per-VC queueing with single FIFO queueing
the state of congestion is determined similarly using the two-threshold approach
described earlier. When the aggregate sum of all individual queue lengths is above
the high-threshold (Q h t ) level, the individual queue lengths are compared with the
per-VC-threshold, Q^fxi an<^ the congestion indication flag for the VC, a vc(t) which
exceeds the threshold, is set. This congestion flag remains set until the individual
queue length drops below its low-threshold, Q ivj .

a v' ( t ) =

' 1 if Qvc(t) > Q h T
1 if Qvc(t) > Q £
v f and crvc(t—) — 1
k 0 if Q vc(t) < Q V
£T

(4.2)

The per-VC queue lengths are calculated as follows.

Q)
'HT

N vc
Q

Q lt =

lt

(Q

JV*

(4.3)
(4.4)

It is essential to note th at, in the simulations below we are not concerned
with any priority or delay requirements for ABR traffic, and thus the scheduling
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F ig u re 4.3 The G FC l Network

mechanism we incorporate (i.e., weighted round-robin) translates into a simple
round-robin scheduling policy.

4.2

S im u la tio n R e s u lts a n d D iscussions

In order to study the impact of queueing policies on the ABR congestion control
scheme in ATM networks, a simple network, shown in Figure 4.3, is simulated. This
network configuration is referred to as the Generic Fairness Configuration 1 (G FC l),
and it is one of the benchmark configurations recommended by the ATM Forum [17].
The G FC l network consists of five switches and 23 connections grouped into six
classes (A-F). In Figure 4.3 the number inside the parentheses next to the group
label represents the number of VCs for th at group. VCs in groups C, D, E, and F
are single-hop traffic and VCs in groups A and B are three-hop cross-traffic. The
links connecting hosts to switches have a capacity of 150Mbps. All the links are
400 meters in length and have a propagation delay of 4fis per Km. For performance
measurement purposes, the switches are assumed to be non-blocking and output
buffered. The sources are assumed to be well behaved, persistently greedy, and can
transm it a t the peak link rate when the bandwidth is available. The use of persistent
sources presents a tough challenge for multiple congested links.

The parameters

used throughout this study are tabulated in Table 5.1.
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T able 4.1 G FC l Simulation Parameters
Param eter
Nrm
P C R (Mbps)
M C R (Mbps)
I C R (Mbps)
A I R (Mbps)
RDF
Buffer Size
Q lt
Qht

VCS
DPF
DQT
AV
ERF
MRF

E F C I Mark
32
150
0.150
7.5
0.0157
256
750
50
100
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Intelligent Mark
32
150
0.150
7.5
0.0157
256
750
50
100
0.875
0.875
500
0.0625
NA
NA

ER Stamping
32
150
0.150
7.5
0.0157
256
750
50
100
0.875
0.875
500
0.0625
0.94
0.25

In this study, the following scenarios, which represent possible combinations of
implementations, are simulated and the results are compared in terms of fairness,
throughput, link-utilization, cell-loss rate and switch output-port memory utilization.
• S i : Simple E F C I marking with single-FIFO queueing
• S2 : Simple E F C I marking with per-VC queueing
• S3 : Selective marking with single-FIFO queueing
• S4 : Explicit Rate marking with single-FIFO queueing
• S5 : Explicit Rate marking with per-VC queueing

4.2.1

T h ro u g h p u t a n d F airness

One of the major goals of ABR service is to achieve fairness while maximizing
the throughput. The ATM Forum has adopted the notion of the i'max-mirF fair
allocation principle, which has been studied extensively in the literature as the basis
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for the evaluation of fairness [33], [39]. The max-min criterion provides the maximum
possible bandwidth to the source receiving the least among all contending sources.
This is done by first maximizing the link capacity allocated to the users with the
minimum allocation and then using the remaining link capacity for other users in a
way that it maximizes the allocation of the most poorly treated users. The max-min
principle is fair since all VCs sharing a link get an equal share of bandwidth provided
they can all use the fair share. Moreover, the max-min principle is efficient in the
sense that it maximizes the throughput. The second column in Table 4.2 shows the
max-min fair allocation of each group. Table 4.2 also shows the average throughput
(in Mbps) achieved with different simulation scenarios.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the impact of queueing policies on fairness using the
E F C I and the ER marking schemes.

The fairness percentage is calculated by-

computing average throughput over a fixed tim e and dividing it by the fair value of
the throughput. From the figure it can be seen th at marking only the E F C I bit and
using the single FIFO queueing policy (case S i) leads to unfairness among classes. In
particular, connections in Groups A and B, which compete for bandwidth in multiple
links, receive a lower than the max-min fair share, while connections in the other
classes take advantage of this situation and receive more than their fair share. Using
a single FIFO queue in conjunction with selective marking results in a fair bandwidth
allocation (case S3). Since only the VCs th at exceeding their fair share are marked,
the beat-down effect disappears. Similarly, the E F C I marking with per-VC queueing
(case S2) leads to global fairness among all the groups. A simple E F C I marking
scheme with per-VC queueing solves the beat-down problem even though per-VC
queueing is a local policy; namely, per-VC queueing isolates individual connections
and has the selective effect under congestion, where only the cells from the VCs
using the buffer extensively are marked. Implementing ER schemes using either
queueing discipline (cases S4 and S5) produces almost identical fairness. Since the
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T a b le 4.2 Throughput (in Mbps) Comparison for the G FC l Network
Group

Expected

A
B
C
D
E
F

5.56
11.11
33.33
5.56
11.11
50.00

EFCI
FIFO
3.13
5.67
36.81
6.48
12.76
53.27

EFCI
per-VC
5.18
10.18
30.40
5.19
10.18
46.68

Select
FIFO
5.33
10.50
32.06
5.39
10.96
50.15

ER
FIFO
5.31
10.68
32.4
5.41
10.76
48.26

ER
per-VC
5.37
10.80
32.30
5.37
10.78
48.52

ER mechanism implemented in the switches computes the fair share and informs
the ER via RM cells, queueing policies do not provide any additional advantages in
terms of fairness using the ER method. The ER marking schemes allow the sources
to reduce the sending rate very quickly under severe congestion situations and help
the switches recover from congestion.

4.2.2

L in k a n d B u ffer U tiliz a tio n

High link or network utilization is critical to ensure efficient and profitable operation
of the network. The average link utilization at the steady state is shown in Figure 4.5.
From the figure it can be seen that the ER mechanism using either queueing discipline
(cases S4 and S5) and the selective marking scheme (case S3) results in high
utilization of the links. However, the simple E F C I mechanism under-utilizes the
network regardless of the queueing policies implemented. Network utilization is
highly dependent on buffer occupancy levels. The utilization can be made very high
by simply adjusting the parameters (HT, LT) to force the queue length to increase.
W ith a larger queue, slight variations originating from on-off sources causing oscil
lations in buffer usage are absorbed by the queue without the queue ever becoming
empty. However, the larger the queue length, the higher the delay. Therefore, there
exists a clear trade-off among buffer size, delay and network utilization. Figures 4.6
and 4.7 illustrate peak queue length and the steady-state average queue length of
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switch ports. The queue peaks shown are for the worst case, including both the
initial transient period and the steady-state region. Using single-FIFO or per-VC
queueing disciplines in conjunction with the ER mechanism does not offer any further
advantages. In both cases the resulting average queue length and peak queue length
are almost identical. From these results it is clear th a t the per-VC approach does
not save any buffer space or produce higher utilization than the single FIFO queue.

4.2.3

C ell-loss R a te

For all the scenarios simulated, no cell loss was observed.

This shows that for

the same amount of memory, the queueing policies do not have an impact on cellloss. Again, since the rate-based approach implicitly controls the rate at which each
VC transm its cells, the overall system works very effectively without providing any
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complex local queueing and scheduling policy. A single queue with enough intel
ligence may be able to provide the minimum cell-loss requirement desired by the
ABR traffic sources.

4.3

P e rfo rm a n c e - C o m p le x ity T rad eo ffs

The choice among different queueing disciplines influences the implementations in a
significant way. The implementation of these two queueing disciplines comes widely
varying complexity. In the past, with lower speed networks, the issue of implemen
tations of buffer management and scheduling policies was somewhat less important,
since much of it is implemented in software. ATM, however, is meant to be scalable
to much higher link or port speeds (i.e., 2.4 Gbps), thus the implementation of
control schemes needs to be performed in hardware. In this section we will compare
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the advantages and disadvantages of the FIFO and per-VC queueing policies and
address the implementation issues.
A shared port buffer served in a FIFO fashion is the simplest, most economical
and commonly implemented queueing discipline. Because of this simple nature it
is easily implementable particularly at very high-speed ports. It does not, however,
provide any local mechanisms to enforce a fair access to buffers and bandwidth, and
it leaves such resources open to abuse by malicious users. Due to this unfair access to
buffers and bandwidth the simple E F C /-m arking control scheme suffers considerably
in term s of fairness. This fairness problem can be overcome by using ER-based
switches, which calculate the fair share for each VC and inform the source of this
fair rate. In addition to intelligent techniques, the single-FIFO queueing discipline
will require an external mechanism th at serves a policing function to alleviate the
problems caused by malicious sources.
The per-VC approach requires switches to keep a separate queue for each VC.
The accounting of occupancy of the buffer is performed on an individual VC basis.
The isolation provided by the separate queues ensures fair access to buffer space
and bandwidth. This also allows the delay and loss behavior of individual VCs to
be isolated from each other. Furthermore, per-VC information is readily available
to help congestion control, such as early packet discard mechanisms. This perVC information can also be used to help police misbehaving users effectively. It is
im portant to note th at in a static buffer management scheme, where the VCs are
given a fixed buffer share, the policing can be completely eliminated. This is because
in th e static buffer scheme if a VC is misbehaving only its queue will grow and
overflow. On the other hand the adaptive buffer scheme must utilize some intelligent
mechanism in order to achieve efficient policing.
Although per-VC queueing offers many advantages over single FIFO queueing,
per-VC implementation suffers considerably in term s of implementation and scheduling
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complexity. Since per-VC queueing causes switch complexity to be proportional to
the number of VCs, the approach will not scale well given th a t some large switches
will support millions of VCs causing considerable complexity. In addition, complex
scheduling policies must be implemented on a per-VC basis, which adds extra
complexity and cost.
As an example, consider a switch-output port operating at 155 Mbps with
corresponding cell tim e of 2.75fis.

In order to achieve full efficiency of the line

and cell-backlog, the switch must process and schedule each cell within 2.75fis. In
the future, the link speeds may go up to 622 Mbps or even up to 2.4 Gbps with
corresponding cell-times of 0.68fis and 0.18/is. In addition to link speeds the size
of the network is expected to grow, which makes it necessary for the switches to
handle millions of VCs. Implementing per-VC queueing means th a t a switch must
be able to handle complex cell scheduling techniques. The scheduling techniques
may be implemented without any added cost for low-speed switch ports with a small
number of VCs. On the other hand, at higher link speeds and with the increasing
number of VCs the complex scheduling mechanisms have to process each cell within
the tim e specified above, which will consequently will result in very complex and
expensive hardware.

4.4

Sum m ary and Conclusions

We have examined two queueing disciplines in terms of their performance and
complexity in the presence of ABR traffic and rate-based control.

In studying

the impact of queueing policies, it is clear th a t there is no significant increase in
performance using per-VC queueing over single FIFO queueing. Per-VC queueing
is good if selective marking has not been implemented for E F C I switches, but
it is unnecessary for ER switches. In the context of ABR traffic, since the ratebased scheme implicitly controls congestion on a per-VC level, a single-FIFO queue
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with some intelligent marking or explicit rate setting scheme can achieve the same
performance as the per-VC approach.

Furthermore, selective E F C I marking

is considerably simple in the implementation against per-VC queueing, and can
sustain as good performance as per-VC queueing in terms of fairness, throughput,
and link-utilization. Using a similar line of reasoning we can argue th at the effective
and properly implemented open-loop control for CBR and VBR traffic may eliminate
the necessity to implement per-VC queueing discipline.
This conclusion, however, does not exclude the m erits that per-VC queueing can
provide; namely, isolation, fairness and elimination of policing. On the other hand,
the hardware complexities and non-scalable nature of the per-VC queueing approach
make it very costly to implement in real networks. It’s no doubt th at in some places
in the network the per-VC queueing is required, such as virtual source (VS) and
virtual destination (VD) term inating points. At these points control loop needs
to be segmented to apply proprietary control schemes or to add extra protection.
Moreover, the per-VC-queueing approach may cost-effectively used at the network
entry points where traffic shaping and policing are necessary. This, however, in no
way justifies per-VC queueing at every switching points.
It is certain that at the connection level, the single-FIFO approach will not
be sufficient in guaranteeing the quality of service requirements for CBR and VBR
traffic, and handling the complex dynamic traffic fluctuations. This, however, does
not mean th at we must resort to the per-VC approach. Rather a per-class queueing
approach may be implemented and justified in terms of performance, complexity and
cost.
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CHAPTER 5
TH E FAST M AX-M IN RATE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
One of the flexibility of the rate-based control technique is the calculation of explicit
cell transmission rates by the switches for ABR service users. Since many ABR
service users will be competing for the bandwidth, the available bandwidth must be
shared fairly among all the ABR service users. To achieve “fairness,” each switch
in an ATM network should execute a rate allocation algorithm. The challenge is
to calculate the explicit rate, which is a fair share of available bandwidth, in a
distributed and asynchronous way. Many such algorithms have been proposed and
can be broadly classified into two categories: queue length based algorithms (e.g.,
EPRCA algorithm [36]) and link utilization based congestion avoidance algorithms
(e.g., ERICA algorithm [35]).
The queue length-based approach, such as the EPRCA (Enhanced Proportional
Rate Control Algorithm), monitors the queue length and computes an approximate
fair rate, called Mean Allowed Cell Rate (MACR). The congestion information, based
on the level of congestion and the computed fair rate, is conveyed to the sources,
and the sources adjust their rates accordingly. Although the EPRCA scheme is
simple and does not require any per-VC accounting, it uses many parameters to
force convergence, and unless these parameters are tuned properly, the algorithm
does not perform well under wide range of network scenarios. Improper selection
of these parameters results in large oscillations in rates, poor link utilization, large
buffer requirements, and poor response time.
The ERICA (Explicit Rate Indication Congestion Avoidance) approach
proposed in [35] computes a fair rate based on the number of active connections, load
factor and available bandwidth. Unlike the EPRCA scheme, the ERICA algorithm
requires the switches to keep track of each VC’s status. ERICA, however, does not
compute accurate fair rates, and in some instances fails to converge to the correct
55
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fair rates, especially the sessions that start late sometimes fail to obtain their fair
share.
It has been demonstrated that the credit-based approach has significant m erits
in the performance that it provides, but with added cost and complexity [19]. In
this chapter, an algorithm which can achieve the high level of performance th at the
credit-based approach provides but without the necessity of complex and expensive
switch design. It has been argued in [19] th at the rate based approach under utilizes
the network resources when the network consists of bursty sources. The credit-based
approach achieves full utilization by directly controlling the buffer usage and over
allocating the resources, where if a connection goes idle for some time the other VCs
cells can be used to fill in the extra bandwidth. In the rate-based approach it is
true th a t the simpler switches without any added intelligence will suffer significantly
in the bursty environment, however, with proper design and buffer usage a switch
algorithm designed to complement rate-based approach can achieve the same result.
It is required that an algorithm should work well with varying propagation
delays in the network ranging from few microseconds (in a LAN) to few milliseconds
(in a WAN) and the propagation delays in the network significantly influences the
responsiveness of a control scheme. The performance requirements in LAN, however,
vary widely with those of a WAN. In a LAN the available bandwidth is usually in
abundance, and in a WAN the bandwidth is more scarce and highly shared. Moreover
the users in a LAN requires faster response than the response time required by a WAN
user. Therefore, it is necessary that the rate allocation algorithm in a LAN should
be very fast in allocating bandwidth, thus requires a quick ramp-up time, and in a
WAN the links should be fully utilized to maximize the number of connections.
W ith these in mind we propose a new, fast, fair-rate allocation algorithm
primarily intended to achieve a high level of performance while keeping the switch
complexity low and overcoming some of the problems found in other rate allocation
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algorithms.

This algorithm is called Fast Max-Min Rate Allocation (FMMRA)

algorithm. FMMRA algorithm functions in a congestion avoidance basis, requires
per-VC accounting, and calculation of load level. The use of per-VC accounting in
an effective manner is the main reason which enables the FMMRA algorithm to
compute exact fair shares and to obtain high level of performance. The key features
of our algorithm are very fast convergence, oscillation free steady state, low buffer
size requirements, high link utilization and high-start feasibility.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A detailed description
of the proposed rate allocation algorithm is presented in section 5.1. Section 5.2
presents the convergence analysis to validate the claim th a t the algorithm converges
to the correct fair allocations. Some benchmark network simulation scenarios are
simulated and the results are presented in section 5.3. We conclude the chapter by
providing a summary and some remarks in section 5.4.

5.1

T h e F M M R A A lg o rith m

This section describes our switch algorithm for ABR congestion control to achieve
max-min fairness. The algorithm can be executed by any switch component experi
encing congestion (i.e., input port, output port, etc.). The key idea behind the
FMMRA algorithm is th at each ABR queue in the switch computes a rate that
it can support. We refer to this rate as the advertised rate, 7 /, where subscript I
refers to the link that the queue serves. The E R field in the RM cell is read and
marked in both directions to speed up the rate allocation process. If a session cannot
use the advertised rate, the session is marked as a bottlenecked elsewhere, and its
bottleneck bandwidth is recorded. The advertised rate is recomputed incorporating
the bottleneck status of the sessions.

The advertised rate computation requires

an updating rule, and the development of this rule is given in section 4.1.

To

facilitate the fair rate calculations, we define the following functional modules:
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CONNECTION MANAGEMENT

BUFFER CONTROL

LOAD
MEASUREMENT
EXPLICIT RATE MARKING
V

—-

v

F ig u re 5.1 A Layered View of the FMMRA Algorithm

1) the ABR connection management module, 2) the bandwidth management
module, 3) the explicit rate calculation module, and 4) the congestion detection
and buffer management module. A layered view of the FMMRA algorithm is shown
in Figure 5.1, and a detailed description of these modules are given in the subsequent
subsections.
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5.1.1

Derivation of U pdating Rule

The objective of any max-min fair allocation algorithm is to identify the bottleneck
bandwidth of each connection in an iterative manner.

This is done by first

maximizing the link capacity that is allocated to the sessions with the minimum
allocation, and then using the remaining link capacity for other sessions, in a way
th at it maximizes the allocation of the most poorly treated among those sessions.
For the purpose of determining the fair allocation rates for other sessions, the rate of
the bottleneck connections will be fixed, and a reduced network is considered. In the
reduced network, the bottlenecked connections are eliminated and the capacity of all
the links (excluding bottleneck links) is reduced by the total bottleneck bandwidth
elsewhere. The procedure is repeated in the reduced network until all the sessions
have received the fair allocation rates.

We could accomplish the above task by

keeping track of each session’s bottleneck status and computing the advertised rate,
7 /, as follows:

C ? -C ,
N ,- N ,'
where C /4 is the available bandwidth for ABR traffic, C[ is the sum of the bandwidth
of connections bottlenecked elsewhere, Ni is the total number of sessions traverse
link I, and jVj is the total number of bottlenecked connections elsewhere.
The advertised rate, 7 /, is updated every tim e a backward RM cell is received
at the link. Let t be the tim e when a backward RM cell is received, and let t+ be
the tim e of the new update of the advertised rate based on information from the
recently received RM cell. Denote 7 /(2) as the advertised rate when a backward RM
cell is received and 7 /(2+) as the new advertised rate resulted after the update. By
incorporating tim e indices in Equation ( 5 . 1) we get
.

< 7 -< ?,(> + )
N, - JV,(i+)'
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Note that in Equation (5.2), Ci(t+) is the sum of the total bottleneck bandwidth
prior to the update, C/(f), and change in the bottleneck bandwidth of the session,
AA, at the tim e of update. Similarly, N i(t+) = Ni(t) + A/3, where A

8

represents

the change in bottleneck status of the session. The bottleneck status and bottleneck
bandwidth of a session is determined by comparing the ER field in the RM cell and
the advertised rate of the link. Let /?/ be an indicator to decide if the session, i. is
bottlenecked elsewhere, and A} be the corresponding bottleneck bandwidth. Based
on the explicit rate value, Af R, found on the received RM cell, the variables A A and
A/3 are computed as follows:
A\ _
fA f* -A '/? / if \ f R < 7/,
AA - \ 0 - A j f l if A?* >71,
7/,

a a

-

^

~ \ 0 ~ /?/ if \ f R > 7/.

/

if

<

( }
,

.

(

'

'

1

(

'

Now Equation (5.2) becomes

C * - m - AA
7,(

'

Ni - N,(t) - A 3 '

Equation (5.5) can be w ritten as

7'(< > -

+

Note th at in Equation (5.6)
c / 1 - C ,(0
iV, - JV,(0 = 7/(i),

(5-7)

where 7 f(i) denotes the advertised rate just before the update. The new advertised
rate, 7 /(f+), can be expressed in terms of the old advertised rate,

7,(t ) = 7 , ( ! ) + i V - W + A /3]'

5.1.2

(5'8)

A B R Connection M anagement

The FMMRA algorithm described here requires per-VC accounting, and two per-VC
variables are used to keep track of status of all the sessions. A one bit variable, 81 • wiH
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be used to decide if the session, i, is bottlenecked elsewhere, and the corresponding
bottleneck bandwidth is recorded in variable A). These variables are referred and
updated upon arrival of RM cells.
In addition to the VC table, each queue maintains variablessuch as the total
number of ABR connections using the queue (N [), the advertised rate ( 7 /), the total
number of ABR connections bottlenecked elsewhere (Ni), and bandwidth information
obtained via the bandwidth management module. W hen a connection is opened or
closed, the number of ABR connections, JVj, is updated as follows:
at
1

_ j
\

Ni + 1 if a new VC opens at link I,
Ni — 1 if an existing VC closes at link /.

,

.

At the time when the connection opens, the per-VC variables are initialized to
zero, and the advertised rate is reduced as follows:
-» = - » - n T W , -

l5-10)

When a connection closes, the information regarding this VC should be erased,
and the status of the link should be adjusted accordingly. Let j be the connection
th a t was closed. The updating is as follows:

5.1.3

Nt =

Ni — /?/,

■» “

-» + ^ r f -

'

(5.11)
<*•«>

Available Bandwidth M anagement

The bandwidth available for ABR traffic, C f( t) , is the difference of link capacity,
Cj, and the bandwidth used for guaranteed traffic, C f UR(t). In our algorithm we
compute the ABR traffic bandwidth as follows:
C ^ t ) = til (Cl - C f UR(tj) ,

(5.13)

where fitrepresents the desired bandwidth utilization factor on link / forABR traffic.
The network manager could set fii to 1 to ensure a highlink utilization, or set fit
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slightly below 1 to ensure th at the links operate on a congestion avoidance basis,
sacrificing link utilization. In a Local Are Network (LAN), it is possible to set this
value close to 1 because of the small propagation delays, and consequently the control
action can take place fast in case of link overflows.
At each bandwidth update, the advertised rate is adjusted to reflect the change
in available bandwidth as follows:
7.(f-) = - » (< )+ Cfl(f f r ^ ( 0 -

(5.14)

In addition to the ABR traffic bandwidth estimation, this routine also computes
a load factor, pi(t), which is the ratio of actual ABR traffic bandwidth, F[(t), and
the available bandwidth for ABR traffic. Fi(t) is equivalent to the sum of current cell
rates of all the ABR VCs or total flow on the link. The load factor can be computed
as
M t) =

(5.15)

The load factor is used to distribute the bandwidth not used by idle sessions to the
active sessions. The bandwidth can be estim ated by making each queue to measure
the incoming cell rate over a fixed “averaging interval.”

5.1.4

Explicit Rate Calculation M odule

The rate-based approach specifies th at a switch should not increase the ER field but
could reduce the field to a lower value. The algorithm achieves this by comparing
the ER field in the RM cell with the advertised rate, and rewriting the ER field as
follows:
A ? * « -m in ( 7 f,A P ).

(5.16)

The above assignment is done whenever an RM cell is received at the switch,
regardless of the direction of the RM cell.

The downstream switches learn the

bottleneck status of each connection whenever a forward RM cell is marked by
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an upstream switch, and the upstream switches learn the bottleneck status of a
connection whenever a backward RM cell is marked by a downstream switch. This
bi-directional updating of ER in the RM cell is a key feature of FMMRA algorithm,
which is not found in any other ER algorithm, and plays a significant role in
drastically reducing the convergence tim e of max-min fair rate allocation process.
The advertised rate is updated only when a backward RM cell is received, since this
RM cell has been seen by all the switches along its path, and the fields contain the
most complete information about the status of the network.
At the reception of a backward RM cell, the change of status of the connection
is determined by calculating the change in per-VC variables, AA and A/?, using
Equation (5.4), and the new advertised rate is calculated as follows:

f C?

if JV, = 0 ,

[ 71

1i N , > N j ,
if N[ = N[.

-» =

(5.17)

In contrary to the algorithm presented in [33], which requires the switch inspecting
all the sessions and calculate fair rate, the FMMRA algorithm only requires the
knowledge of the session which is seen by the switch at the tim e of update. This
feature makes the computational complexity of FMMRA to be of 0(1), whereas the
algorithm in [33] has a computational complexity of O (Ni).
Next, the new number of bottlenecked connections is updated as follows:
«
f Ni + l - f t if X fR <
N‘ - { N t - f t
if AfH > 7/.

7/,

.
.
(5' 18)

Finally, once the explicit rates are marked on any backward RM cell and the port
variables are updated, the switch updates the corresponding per-VC variables in the
VC table as follows:
gi _
“

I 1 if AfH < 7/,
\ 0 if \ f R > 7/,

- _
A' “

f Af R if X fR < 7 f,
\0
if AfR > 7;.
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5 .1.5

C o n g estio n D e te c tio n an d B u ffer M a n a g e m e n t

It is essential to note th at the fair rate assignment as in Equation (5.16) is conser
vative, since if any session is idle, the link will not be fully utilized. Moreover,
there are no mechanisms specified to control the queue growth. We provide some
enhancements in this section to provide control over buffer utilization.
The FMMRA algorithm takes advantages of the C C R field found in the RM
cell, bottleneck status of the session, the utilization factor, /?/, and the queue length.
As we have described before, pi is computed every time the ABR traffic bandwidth
is estimated. The load factor reflects how well the ABR bandwidth is utilized, for
example, pi < 1 reflects th at some of the sessions are sending cells at a rate less than
their allowed rate. This presents an opportunity for the non-bottlenecked sessions in
link I to increase their rate. The new explicit rate assignment operation is formulated
by modifying Equation (5.16) as follows:

A
fR«- min jm
a
x

T
z
j R
|>

(5-21

)

where Aj denotes the last seen C C R value for connection i at link I at the time of
estimation of pi, and

0

is the status of the connection.

It is also necessary to control the queue growth to prevent potential cell loss.
If the queue length reaches a Low-Threshold (Q n ) and the load factor, pi > 1 (i.e,
input rate is larger than the available capacity), the operation as in Equation (5.21) is
turned off, and the assignment as in Equation (5.16) is turned on. This ensures that
whenever a potential for congestion is detected, even if some sessions are idle, the
non-idle sessions are not given any extra bandwidth, which allows the queues to drain.
Furthermore, if the queue length is above a High-Threshold, Q h t , (indicating heavy
congestion) the target utilization factor is reduced by a Target Rate Reduction Factor
(T R R F ), until the queue length drops below the low threshold, Q l t - This technique
allows the queue to drain, and operate at a desired queue level, whenever the switch
is heavily congested, which may happen during opening of new connections.
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The use of C C R also ensures th at the algorithm is interoperable in an
environment consisting of simple EFCI switches or switches employing a different ER
algorithm. A similar approach is taken in [35], however the ERICA algorithm does
not use the bottleneck status of the session, and the load factor is used regardless of
the queue length. The Q l t , Q h t , and T R R F can be set as a function of round trip
delays in the network. These issues will be addressed in a future contribution.

5.2

C o n v erg en ce A n aly sis

In this section we provide m athem atical analysis to show convergence, and develop an
expression to calculate an estim ate of convergence time for the FMMRA algorithm.
Ay

as the optimal max-min fair allocation rate for session j . Denote

T* = [7 1, 7 2, • ■•,

to be a vector where the elements of vector T* are arranged

Let us denote

in an increasing order and represent the M distinct values of max-min fair rates of
a given ATM network and for the given set of sessions. Let S m be the set of VCs
with a max-min fair allocation of 7 m. Let us denote C“ as the set of links which
are bottleneck for session j , and let Cm be the set of links which are bottleneck for
sessions receiving 7 *” as their fair allocation rate. We assume that all the sessions
are greedy, and they send the cells at the maximum allowed rate.
D efin itio n 2 A saturated session, j , is a session that has stabilized to a rate
allocation equal to its fa ir rate,

A y,

and the VC j saturates link I if

Based on the above definition, let us denote S ' as the set of sessions saturated
on link I.
We should note that whenever a session is bottlenecked on a link, it does not
mean that the session has saturated since the session may be bottlenecked on a link
temporarily. If the session has reached saturation, however, the session is said to be
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bottlenecked. For the purpose of analysis, denote the total saturation bandwidth as
C (, which is the total bandwidth occupied by the saturated sessions on link I, as
expressed below.
Cl = £

a*.

(5.23)

jes;
Although the quantity C* is not used explicitly in the rate allocation algorithm, it
helps us to study the behavior of 7 /.

5.2.1

P roof of Convergence

The FMMRA algorithm is shown to converge by showing th at the sessions with the
minimum fair rate allocation saturate first, and then subsequently all the sessions
saturate. Furthermore, the session th at saturate will remain saturated. In order to
prove these arguments we formulate the following three lemmas.
L em m a 1 The session with the minimum fa ir allocation rate, 7 1, and the smallest

round trip time among the sessions in set S 1 will saturate when its first R M cell is
returned back to the source.
L em m a 2 I f a session j £ S m saturates at time t f with a fa ir allocation rate o f j m,

then
1 .)

The advertised rate, 7 i(t), for t > t™ satisfies the following
cz
4

-

cr(t^)
( 5 -2 4 )

2 .)

all the unsaturated sessions with ~fm as their fa ir rate allocation and sharing one

o f j ’s bottleneck link (i.e., I £ Cf) , become saturated, within the time when the RM
cells o f each session completes a round trip, and
3.) the session j remains saturated fo r any time t > i f , and session j remains
marked as bottlenecked elsewhere fo r any time t > i f on all links I £ {Cj — £*■} with
the bottleneck bandwidth o f 7771.
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L e m m a 3 Given that there are a set o f unsaturated sessions in the network, a
session j £ S m, 2 < m < M will saturate once the sessions i £ S ’71-1 saturates.
The proofs of Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 are given in the appendix. Based on these
three lemmas we formulate the following theorem.
T h e o re m 1 Given arbitrary initial conditions, the FM MRA algorithm converges in
finite time, and subsequent iterations o f the algorithm do not modify the optimal,
max-min fa ir rates.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 directly follows from Lemmas 1-3. By Lemma 1,
the session with the minimum fair allocation rate, 7 1, and the smallest round trip
tim e among the sessions in set 5 1 will saturate at the end of its first round trip time.
By Lemma 2 all the other sessions in the set S 1 will saturate, and all the saturated
sessions remain saturated. From Lemma 3, the sessions in S 2 will saturate once the
sessions in the set S 1 are saturated. Repeating Lemmas 2 and 3 for all the other
unsaturated sessions in the set, S m, 2 < m < M will saturate. When all the sessions
are saturated, the bottleneck status and the bottleneck bandwidth do not change,
and thus the advertised rates on all the links will remain unmodified. Therefore, the
optim al rates will not change. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

5.2.2

R a te o f C o n v erg en ce

It is very difficult to predict an exact convergence time, since the algorithm operates
in distributed fashion, and difficult to predict the traffic characteristics. It is useful,
however, to find an upperbound on covergence time.
From Lemmas 1 and 2, all the sessions in the set S 1 will saturate at the
completion of their first round trip time (i.e., T 1 tim e units). Similarly from Lemma
3, the session in S 2 will saturate T 2 tim e units after sessions S 1 saturate and so forth.
Then the total convergence time is Ylm~i

This implies that the convergence tim e
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is proportional to the number of distinct fair allocation rates and the round trip time
delays. In order to give an approximate value of an upperbound let us assume th at
the worst case round trip tim e delay is D , and let M be the distinct fair allocation
rates. We can conclude that the algorithm will converge to the fair allocation rates
approximately within M D tim e units.
The delays associated with the quantity D includes propagation delay, trans
mission delay, queuing delays and RM cell generation interval.

The RM cell

generation interval is critical, since the opportunity to increase x-ates are controlled
at the tim e of an RM cell’s return. An RM cell is generated at the source every
N rm cells and the time duration between successive RM cells depends on A C R .
The A C R computation depends on the specified source behavior. The algorithm
specified here, allows the sources to set their A C R values to the E R value specified
in the RM cell, which allows the sources to respond quickly to the feedback. In the
worst case, RM cell will be generated within

The RM cell generation interval is

significant when the propagation delays are small and negligible when there is large
propagation delays. It can be seen from the simulation results th at the algorithm
converges to the fair allocation rates within a time which is much lower than M D
tim e units.

5.3
5.3.1

S im u latio n s a n d R e su lts

P e rfo rm a n c e C o m p a riso n in a S in g le-H o p N e tw o rk

A network topology, shown in Figure 5.2, is simulated using EPRCA, ERICA, and
FMMRA switch algorithms. The network consists of five sessions and two ATM
switches. For performance measurement purposes, the switches ai-e assumed to be
non-blocking and output buffered. The sources are assumed to be well behaved,
persistently greedy, and always transm it at the maximum allowed cell rate. The
use of persistent sources presents a tough challenge for congested links. For all the
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simulations the buffer size is characterized in order to achieve zero cell loss. We
use this network model to compare the performance of various algorithms in Local
Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN) configurations. In a LAN
configuration, all the links are lK m in length. In a WAN configuration, the distances
of links L l and L12 are lOOOKm and lOOKm, respectively. In both cases, all the links
have 100Mbps capacity and a propagation delay of 5ps per Km.
For both cases we consider the situation where some connections are bottle
necked. A bottlenecked connection is a connection which cannot increase its trans
mission rate due to certain network conditions or the lack of network resources. In
our simulations, we make sessions 1 and 3 bottlenecked by setting the P C R value of
the sources S i and S3 to 5Mbps. This implies th at the session 2 can use 90Mbps on
link L12 until t = lOOms. At any time t > 100ms, sessions 2, 4 and 5 should receive
equal share of bandwidth on link L12. Thus, the steady state bandwidth share for
sessions 1 and 3 is 5Mbps, and for sessions 2,4 and 5 is 30Mbps.
From Figures 5.3 and 5.11, it can be seen that, although the EPRCA converges
to fair rates, significant level of oscillations are found at steady state, especially
in the WAN configuration.

It was observed th at the rate of sessions receiving

higher bandwidth have very large oscillations than the rates of sessions receiving
lower bandwidth. Note that in these simulations an A I R = 0.1 Mbps value is used,
implying th at the source may increase the allowed cell rate by 3.2Mbps every time
an RM cell arrives at the source. In a LAN it is desired, however, to allow the
sources to increase their rates to their fair share almost instantly by using a higher
value of A I R , that can increase A C R up to P C R or E R instantly. It was observed
that using a higher value of A I R with the EPRCA, results in poor convergence,
very large oscillations and poor link utilization. Moreover, the selection of threshold
values is also very important to achieve good performance. Improper selection of
threshold values results in poor link utilization, especially in a WAN configuration.
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Thus, the EPRCA significantly limits the network to operate aggressively (i.e., use
of high A I R ) and to be robust (i.e., selection of parameters).
From Figures 5.5 and 5.13, it can be seen th at the ERICA algorithm fails to
converge to the fair rates, for both LAN and WAN environments. The sessions which
start late do not get their fair share of 30Mbps, instead they get a share of 20 Mbps.
This is due to the fact th at the ERICA algorithm does not calculate the exact fair
rate. Furthermore, the queue levels grow without a bound, and it is necessary to set
the desired target utilization below 100% to avoid such a large growth. Even using a
lower target utilization factor in the WAN configuration (95%), results in very high
peak queue length, as illustrated in Figure 5.14.
Both the FMMRA algorithm with and without buffer control results in oscil
lation free steady state, as shown in Figures 5.7, and 5.15. In the WAN model it can
be seen that the FMMRA algorithm provides significant improvement of convergence
time over the EPRCA. The advantage of using buffer control can be seen in the WAN
configuration model where the FMMRA algorithm without buffer control results in
a steady state queue length of about 240 cells. On the other hand the FMMRA
algorithm with buffer control has a steady state queue length of zero. It is observed
th at the FMMRA algorithm converges to the correct fair rates without any oscil
lations regardless of the A I R used. In fact, using a very high A I R value results in
much faster convergence.

5.3.2

M e a s u re m e n t o f W o rst C ase C o n v erg en ce T im e

In the analysis above an upperbound for convergence time is derived. To find out
the worst case convergence tim e the network shown in Figure 5.19 is simulated. The
network consists of 3 sources, a switch and 3 receivers. The link connecting the two
switches is 1000K m in length, and has a bandwidth of 150Mbps. All the other links
have a distance of 10 meters. The links connecting the sources to the switch SWl
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F ig u re 5.2 The Single-Hop Network

T a b le 5.1 Single-Hop Network Simulation Parameters

Param eter
N rm
M C R (M bps)
IC R (M bps)
A IR (M bps)
RDF
Qt
DQT
V
TRRF
VCS
DPF
AV
ERF
M RF

EPRCA
LAN
32
2
5
0.1
256
30
60
N /A
N /A
0.875
0.875
0.0625
0.94
0.25

EPRCA
WAN
32
2
5
0.1
256
100
150
N /A
N /A
0.875
0.875
0.0625
0.94
0.25

ERICA
LAN
32
2
5
0.1
256
N /A
N /A
100%
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A

ERICA
WAN
32
2
5
0.1
256
N /A
N /A
95%
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A

FMMRA
LAN
32
2
5
0.1
256
30
50
100%
5%
N /A
N /A
N /A
N/A
N /A

FMMRA
WAN
32
2
5
0.1
256
50
100
100%
5%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N /A
N/A
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F ig u re 5.3 Instantaneous Bandwidth Utilization in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN
Configuration - EPRCA Algorithm
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F ig u re 5.4 Instantaneous Queue Length in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN Configu
ration - EPRCA Algorithm
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F ig u re 5.5 Instantaneous Bandwidth Utilization in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN
Configuration - EPRCA Algorithm
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F ig u re 5.6 Instantaneous Queue Length in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN Configu
ration - ERICA Algorithm
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F ig u re 5.7 Instantaneous Bandwidth Utilization in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN
Configuration - FMMRA Algorithm without Buffer Control
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F ig u re 5.8 Instantaneous Queue Length in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN Configu
ration - FMMRA Algorithm without Buffer Control
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F ig u re 5.9 Instantaneous Bandwidth Utilization in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN
Configuration - FMMRA Algorithm with Buffer Control
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F ig u re 5.10 Instantaneous Queue Length in Single-Hop Bottleneck LAN Configu
ration - FMMRA Algorithm with Buffer Control
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F ig u re 5.13 Instantaneous Bandwidth Utilization in Single-Hop Bottleneck WAN
Configuration - ERICA Algorithm
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have 150Mbps link capacity. The capacities of the links are fixed such that there
are three distinct fair allocation rates (i.e., V C l = 10M bps, VC2 = 60Mbps, and
VC3 = 80Mbps). The worst case round-trip tim e in this network is approximately
10ms.

Thus, the upperbound of convergence tim e is 30ms.

The instantaneous

bandwidth allocation for each session against tim e is presented in Figure 5.20. From
the simulation results it can be seen that the convergence tim e is about 23ms, which
is significantly lower than the predicted convergence time.

5.4

S u m m a ry a n d C o n clu sio n s

In this chapter we have presented and evaluated a fair, fast adaptive rate allocation
algorithm designed for ATM switches implementing explicit rate congestion control
supporting ABR services. The most im portant features of this algorithm are 0(1)
computational simplicity, fast convergence, oscillation free steady state, high link
utilization and low buffer requirements. The algorithm requires per-VC accounting,
th a t enables the switches to calculate an exact fair rate and provides the means for
quick convergence.
The algorithm is robust in the sense that any loss of RM cells does not affect
the functionality, or stability of the algorithm. However, it is obvious that such
losses can affect the response time of the sources. Furthermore, the algorithm does
not require any param eter tuning, which is a desirable feature because, as the size
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of the network grows, there is no need to reconfigure the parameter values or worry
about any incorrect settings of various parameters.
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated in terms of fairness, throughput,
link utilization and buffer utilization by simulating a benchmark network topology.
Simulation results validate th at the algorithm operates effectively under wide range
of traffic scenarios, and offers significant advantages over the EPRCA and ERICA
algorithms.
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CHAPTER 6
P E R F O R M A N C E O F F M M R A A L G O R IT H M IN C H A L L E N G E
C O N F IG U R A T IO N S
At the July, 1994 meeting of the Traffic Management Group, some simulation config
urations were specified as suitable fairness tests for ABR flow control methods [48].
In this chapter some of these models are simulated and the results are presented.
Some of the simulation configurations used are taken from [49]. The simulations are
intended to show the effectiveness of the FMMRA algorithm under a wide range of
network conditions and topology configurations.

6 .1

P e rfo rm a n c e in a M u lti-H o p N etw o rk

A multi-hop network, shown in Figure 4.3, is simulated. This network configu
ration is referred to as the Generic Fairness Configuration 1 (G FC l). The G FC l
network consists of five switches and 23 connections grouped into six classes (A-F).
In Figure 6.1 the number inside the parentheses next to the group label represents
the number of VCs for that group. VCs in groups C, D, E, and F are single-hop
traffic and VCs in groups A and B are three-hop cross-traffic. The links connecting
hosts to switches have a capacity of 150Mbps. The expected max-min fair allocation
rates (in M bps) for the VCs from groups A - F and their bottleneck links are shown
in Table 6 . 1.
For performance measurement purposes, the switches are assumed to be nonblocking and output-buffered. The sources are assumed to be well behaved, persis
tently greedy, and they always transm it at the maximum allowed cell rate. The use
of persistent sources presents a tough challenge for multiple congested links.
The first simulation in this experiment is intended to illustrate the “'beatdown” problem experienced by the EFCI switches. The G FCl network, with all
EFCI switches, is simulated and the results are shown in Figure 6.2. In Figure 6.2
82
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Figure 6.1 The G FCl Network

the received number of cells for an arbitrarily chosen VC in each group is plotted
against time. The slopes of the line segments represent the average throughput
for each VC. From the figure it can be seen that marking only the EFCI bit leads
to unfairness among classes. In particular, connections in Groups A and B, which
compete for bandwidth in multiple links, receive a lower than the max-min fair share,
while connections in the other classes take advantage of this situation and receive
more than their fair share.
The same G FC l network, with all ER switches employing the FMMRA
algorithm, is simulated next. In order to show the algorithm’s quick convergence
time, we set the A I R values at the source very high (e.g., A I R = 5). This ensures
that the source can transm it at the rate equal to the E R value in the received RM
cell. The resulting A C R value versus time is plotted in Figure 6.6. From this figure
it can be seen th at the convergence is very fast. Also note that the A C R values
do not oscillate at steady state. This feature allows the network to operate under
stable conditions. Using a higher A I R value for an algorithm which is based on
exponential averaging results in poor convergence, and very large rate-oscillations.
In addition, allowed cell rates, the plot showing received number of cells versus time
is also shown in Figure 6.7. From these figures it can be seen that, regardless of their
geographic location and number of hops traveled, all VCs obtain their fair share
very quickly while maximizing the throughput.
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T able 6.1 G FC l - Max-Min Fair Rates
VC Group
A
B
C
D
E
F

Max-Min Rate (Mbps)
5.56
11.11
33.33
5.56
11.11
50.00

Bottleneck Link
SW1-SW2
SW4-SW5
SW3-SW4
SW1-SW2
SW4-SW5
SW2-SW3

25000
G roup F.
20000

.Group C

115000

a 10000
G roup E

5000

G roup 0
G roup A. B

Time (ms)

100

120

140

F ig u re 6.2 Fairness Comparison in G FCl Network with All EFCI Switches
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T a b le 6.2 GFC3: The Network Parameters
Link
Bandwidth (Mbps)
Distance (K m )

LA
150
10

LB
100
10

6.2

LC
50
10

LD
1.5
10

LE
150
0.01

LF
100
5

LG
1.5
5

LH
150
2

LI
50
2

LJ
100
0.01

L-SD
150
1

V a ry in g P ro p a g a tio n D elays a n d L in k S p eed s

The network topology as in Figure 6.8, which varies widely in terms of link bandwidth
and propagation delays, is simulated. This network consists of one switch and 11
hosts. The bandwidth of the input links varies from 1.5Mbps to 150Mbps, and
the link distances vary from 0.01 K m to lOA'm. The network characteristics are
tabulated in Table 6.2. The results in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show th at the FMMRA
algorithm works correctly in achieving the fair rates.

T a b le 6.3 Fair Rates for GFC3
VC
Fair Rate (Mbps)

A
18.4

B
18.4

C
18.4

D
1.5

E
18.4

F
18.4

G
1.5

H
18.4

I
18.4
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CHAPTER 7
M IN IM U M CELL RATE REQU IREM ENTS A N D FAIRNESS
In the ABR service definition, fairness is defined by the “max-min” criterion. This
criterion may not fit well with the “minimum cell rate” (M C R ) requirements defined
in the ABR standard. The algorithm proposed previously does not take into account
the M CR requirements. A new fairness definition m ust be adopted in order to
support non-zero MCR requirements. In [43], many possible modifications to the
fairness definition in the ABR service model are proposed. In this chapter, the issue
of M CR requirements, a new possible fairness criterion, and a modification of the
FMMRA are presented.

7.1

M odification of M ax-M in Criterion

In the new ABR service definition, the fairness is defined according to max-min
criterion. Basically, the max-min criterion states th a t fairness is achieved if each
connection gains an equal share of its bottleneck bandwidth, which can be expressed
as
Fair Share = ^ -----2^,
N i - Ni

(7.1)

where C f is the ABR traffic bandwidth, Ci is the total bottlenecked bandwidth,
Ni is the total number of connections, and N[ is the total number of bottlenecked
connections elsewhere. The above fairness definition was defined without considering
the M C R , as in the ABR service definition. If we simply apply max-min criterion
to the ABR service, we may have undesired results. The problem becomes obvious
when considering the explicit rate control mechanisms, where the above expression
is used to determine the rate of each connection.
Let us consider the following simple example. A bottleneck link is shared by 4
connections. The first connection has an MCR equal to 1/2 of the link bandwidth
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and the other three connections have zero MCR. By the max-min criterion, each
connection should have a share of 1/4 of the bandwidth.

By the ABR service

definition, however, the first connection can send traffic at a rate at least equal to
1/2 of the link bandwidth. The network control information informs each connection
of how fast each one can send traffic according to the max-min criterion. Thus, the
offered load can be 1.25 (i.e., first connection = 1/2 of the bandwidth; the other
three = 1/4 of the bandwidth each), and this overload leads to congestion.
It is apparent that a more precise fairness definition is needed. A clear definition
of fairness also helps the development of the control mechanism to support the ABR
service.
In considering fairness for ABR service, the guaranteed bandwidth, MCR,
should be taken into account. The available bandwidth to be shared should be the
total bandwidth (for ABR) minus the bandwidth used for MCRs. Each connection
should gain an equal share of this available bandwidth in addition to its minimum
guaranteed bandwidth, MCR. In other words, the max-min criterion should apply
to the available bandwidth (excluding the bandwidth used for MCRs) and the share
of each connection in addition to its MCR.
Let’s re-consider the previous example. The available bandwidth is 1/2 of
the link bandwidth (i.e., excluding the bandwidth used for the M C R of the first
connection). The share of the available bandwidth according to the max-min criterion
is 1/8 of the link bandwidth (i.e., 1/4 of the available bandwidth).

Thus, the

bandwidths for the four connections are:
BW for the first one = 1/2 + 1/8 = 5/8 link bandwidth;
BW for the other three = 0 + 1/8 = 1/8 link bandwidth.
The maximum offered load here is 1, instead of 1.25. To be more general, the
bandwidth for each ABR connection should be:
r~i A

Fair Share = Af'CT + ° '

V"

\M C R

r<

N[ —Ni
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where A¥ CR is the minimum cell rate of session i. This form of max-min fairness is
referred to as “MCR plus equal share [43].”

7.2

F M M R A A lg o rith m w ith M C R G u a ra n te e

At the connection establishment time, the connections with non-zero M C R
requirements are treated as CBR connections. The bandwidth for these connections
must be reserved in advance.

In addition to the reserved bandwidth, these

connections will be given any additional available bandwidth while satisfying the
“MCR plus equal share” fairness criterion.
The amount of bandwidth th at must be reserved is given by the sum of all the
connections’ M C R s is as follows:
C?{CR = £ \ f !CR.
i€5j

(7.3)

The quantity C f fCR can be calculated easily at the connection set up time. Whenever
a connection opens or closes, C ^ CR should be modified accordingly.
The bandwidth management module of the FMMRA algorithm will be modified
to reflect the changes in the available bandwidth as follows:
Cf { t ) = m ( q - C,Gt7fi(f) - c y CR(tj) .

(7.4)

We will apply this new fairness rule on the advertised rate calculation routine.

Ti =

7/ + \? fCR +
l 7 / + A fCR

7.3

ifjV, = 0,
if N, > N h
if Ni = N,.

(7.5)

S im u latio n R e s u lts

In this section, the FMMRA algorithm with an M C R guarantee is verified by
simulating a simple network topology, as shown in Figure 7.1. The network consists of
3 sources, a switch and 3 receivers. The 3 sources have different M C R requirements.
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T able 7.1 Fair Rates with M C R Requirements
Connection
VC1
VC2
VC3

MCR
10
30
50

Fair-Rate
30
50
70

All the links have a distance of lK m , and a capacity of 150Mbps. The modified
max-min rates for the connections are tabulated in Table 7.3.
The results show that the FMMRA algorithm can easily use any variation of
max-min fairness criterion, and achieve desired performance. From the results it can
be seen th at the sources achieve the correct fair share th at satisfies the “MCR plus
equal share” fairness criterion.
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CHAPTER 8
IM PACT OF ATM SW ITCHING A N D A B R CONGESTION
CONTROL ON TC P PERFO RM ANCE
Since its birth in the early 1970’s, the Transmission Control Protocol and Internet
Protocol (T C P /IP ) family has been widely used in today’s local and wide area
networks. The TCP provides reliable d ata communications to various applications,
and contains the mechanisms used to guarantee th at the d ata is error free, complete,
and in sequence. Because of its current popularity and extensive deployment, TCP
over ATM will be used heavily to transport data traffic.

T C P implementations

have been shown to perform well on data networks over a wide range of speeds.
The recent emergence of ATM technology into today’s communication networks has
created many interests in studying the performance of TCP over ATM. Because of
its solid installed base to support data traffic, the TCP will be used as the transport
protocol to support d ata applications th at will run on ATM networks.
One of the key components of the TCP is the collection of algorithms used to
perform congestion control and recovery. The congestion control schemes applied
in TC P implementations consists of many ideas proposed by Jacobson [28], some of
which were later fine-tuned to improve performance. TCP uses an end-to-end flow
control framework, which performs congestion control and recovery. A slow-start
algorithm, a congestion avoidance mechanism, and a round-trip tim e estimation
algorithm play the principle roles in the TCP flow control process [50]. The tuning
and refinement of the TC P flow control mechanisms has been the subject of a great
deal of research, and further improvements of the algorithms continue to emerge.
The study of interaction of TCP flow control and ATM layer congestion
control has been an active research area. Simulation studies in [4] show that the
performance of TCP over ATM without any ATM layer congestion control suffers
considerably in terms of effective throughput.

This happens because each TCP
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F ig u re 8.1 TCP over ATM: Network Model

segment is fragmented into a large number of small cells in the ATM network;
the loss of single cell triggers the retransmission of an entire TCP segment. Even
worse, when a switch discards a cell belonging to a TCP segment, the remaining
cells continue to travel towards their destination, wasting network resources such as
buffer space and link bandwidth.
In this chapter, we present some simulation results of the influence of FMMRA
on the performance of TC P over ATM. More specifically, we study the TCP
performance over an ATM network without any flow control enabled switches and
an ATM network consisting of ER-based switches.

8.1

N e tw o rk M o d el

This section describes the simulation environment set up to study the performance
of TCP over ATM. A simple topology consisting of a source, a receiver, and a switch
is considered. The congestion at the switch easily happens, because of large link
capacity disparity. The topology is shown in Figure 8.1. A size of 64kB is used as
the maximum TCP window size. The TCP packet size of 9180 bytes is the default
for IP over ATM. For the simulations the ATM Adaptation Layer, Type 5 (AAL-5),
described below, is used.

8.1.1

ATM Adaptation Layer Type 5 (AAL5)

AAL5 is a mechanism for segmentation and reassembly of datagrams. T hat is, it
is a rulebook which sender and receiver agree upon for taking a long datagram and
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dividing it up into cells. The sender’s job is to segment the datagram and build the
set of cells to be sent. The receiver’s job is to verify that the datagram has been
received intact, without errors, and then to put it back together again.
When a network node has a user datagram to transm it, it first converts the
datagram into a CS-PDU (Convergence Sub-layer - Payload Data Unit) by adding
a pad that consists of binary zeroes and an 8-byte trailer. A pad between 0 and 47
bytes in length, is added to the CS-PDU to ensure th at the CS-PDU is divisible by
48 such that the chunks of CS-PDU can fit into the payload field of ATM cells. The
trailer consists of some control information, the length of user information (excluding
the pad) in the CS-PDU, and a 32 bit CRC to cover the data and the pad. Once the
CS-PDU is made up it breaks it into many 48-byte SAR-PDUs (Segmentation and
Reassembly - Payload Data Unit) and passes the 48-byte units to the ATM layer
that will process the ATM header information. The last SAR-PDU is marked so
th at the receiver can recognize it. The payload type in the last cell (i.e., wherever
the AAL5 trailer is) is marked to indicate th at this is the last cell in a datagram.
(The receiver may assume that the next cell received on th at VCI is the beginning
of a new packet.)
On the receiver side, the receiver simply concatenates cells as they are received,
watching for the end-of-frame indication. When it is seen the receiver checks the
length and the CRC, and then passes the PDU up to the next higher layer for
further processing.
There are two problems th at can happen during transit. First, a cell could
be lost. In that case, the receiver can detect the problem either because the length
does not correspond with the number of cells received, or because the CRC does not
match what is calculated. Second, a bit error can occur within the payload. Since
cells do not have any explicit error correction/detection mechanism, this cannot be
detected except through the CRC mismatch.
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8.1.2

A p p lic a tio n L evel Traffic C h a ra c te riz a tio n

The two types of applications typically included in simulations of T C P /IP performance
are the infinite source model and the bursty source model. O ur goal is to study the
effect of ATM and ATM layer congestion control on TCP performance; thus we use
the infinite source model such that there will be a continuous flow of d ata from the
application.
The infinite source model essentially emulates the file transfer protocol (FTP)
application, whose traffic accounts for the m ajority of all traffic on the Internet. The
emulation is imprecise only in that the “file” is infinitely long. This model is popular
because it tends to make the application transparent, the b etter to reveal TCP
behavior. Many simulations, typically those th at concentrate solely or primarily on
throughput, use this model more or less exclusively.
Implementation of such a model is generally done via some sort of “polling”
scheme between the TCP object and the application object, wherein TC P requests
data any tim e its control algorithm indicates that further transmission is allowed,
and the application immediately obliges. The packet size is typically fixed in this
model.

8.2

P e rfo rm a n c e o f T C P over A T M

A network as shown in Figure 8.1 is simulated with and w ithout the ATM layer flow
control. Figure 8.2 shows the effective throughput achieved, and Figure 8.3 shows
the re-transmission percentage as a function of switch buffer size. The effective
throughput is defined as:
Effective Throughput (bits/sec)

(8.1)

Number of Successfully Transmitted Packets x Packet Size (bytes) x 8 x | |
Measurement Time Duration (seconds)
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In the effective throughput calculations only the successfully transm itted packets are
included. A factor of | | is used, since 5 bytes of the ATM cell is used for the header,
and only 48 bytes are used for payload.
W hen there is no ATM layer congestion control, and if the switch buffer is not
large enough to accept a full window size of cells, there is a significant amount of cell
loss. This cell loss leads to packet re-transmissions, which results in poor throughput.
As seen from the figure, in order to maximize the throughput the switch buffer size
must be at least equal to the TCP receiver window size. In the simulation considered
here, for a window size of 64Kb, a switch buffer size of 1500 cells is required.
W hen the ATM layer congestion control is turned on, and when the switch is
implemented with the FMMRA algorithm, the required buffer size to achieve full
utilization is reduced significantly. W ith the ATM layer control the cells can be
injected into the network in a controlled manner rather than sending them at once.
The number of re-transmissions are reduced because of the minimized cell loss from
congestion avoidance. The RM cells used in ATM layer congestion control reduces the
effective throughput. In the simulations done here, an RM cell is generated every 32
d ata cells. Therefore, with a very large buffer size, the effective throughput achieved
with flow control is less (about 2Mbps) than the effective throughput achieved when
there is no ATM layer control.
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CH APTER 9
SUM M ARY A N D CONCLUSIONS
Traffic management of ABR services in ATM networks poses many challenging
problems, such as the congestion control problem. ABR services require th at the
network rely on feedback, closed-loop control techniques to achieve the desired QoS
guarantees. The rate-based congestion control approach, which was accepted as the
control technique for ABR services by the ATM Forum, requires that the switches
monitor their congestion levels and inform the sources of their status of congestion.
The focus of this dissertation is to provide an introduction to ABR congestion control
techniques, to evaluate some proposed algorithms, and to provide a new, fast adaptive
algorithm with many desirable features for ATM switches.
The present generation of ATM switches to be deployed in the next couple
of years has the capability of providing EFCI-based control. The new generation
of switches may consist of various implementation styles with different levels of
performance and complexity. It is vital that the implementation of new-generation
switches not dictate the overall functionality of the control mechanism; that is, they
must co-exist with the simpler switches in the ATM network.
General guidelines for fair rate allocation is presented in terms of performance
and complexity requirements. Many of the proposed algorithms are summarized,
and their advantages and disadvantages are presented. One of these algorithms is
used to show th at the implementation of per-VC queueing is not only very expensive
but also unnecessary when intelligent control techniques are used in conjunction with
the FIFO queueing discipline.
Drawbacks of the other explicit rate algorithms are presented, and the new
explicit rate algorithm is presented. The algorithm should be extended to support
multicast requirements put forth by the ATM Forum. The basic issue is to how
to consolidate congestion information from multiple RM cells. Further simulations
101
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should be done to study the buffer size requirements in the switches, especially to
support T C P /IP traffic over ATM. Fairness, link utilization, and effective throughput
performance can be studied utilizing many proposed algorithms.
In summary, in this dissertation, the problem of ABR traffic control is
formulated, and a new switch algorithm is provided. The main contributions of
this dissertation are listed below:
• General guidelines of switch algorithms with a high level of performance and
low complexity as prim ary goals;
• Survey and evaluation of existing switch algorithms documented by the ATM
Forum;
• A switch model and a new algorithm th at overcome many drawbacks of the
proposed algorithms;
• A study and analysis of the impact of two m ajor queueing policies on ABR
service;
• M athematical analysis of convergence and transient behavior for the algorithm;
• Demonstration of th e effectiveness of the algorithm through extensive simulations;
• Modification of the algorithm to support minimum cell requirements;
• A study of the impact of ATM switching and the impact of ATM layer
congestion control on T C P /IP performance.
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A P P E N D IX A
PR O O F OF C O N VER G EN C E
P r o o f o f L em m a 1

A .l

Let us say th a t there are Ni sessions traverse link /, and thus the initial advertised
rated on link / is

Let j be the session which receives the smallest fair allocation

(i.e., j £ S 1) and with the smallest round trip time. This connection will receive its
RM cell back before any other session. Upon reception, the ER field in the RM cell
will be set to 7 1, which is expressed as
7 1 = m in

j7 | 7 =

VI E

j.

j e S1

(A .l)

The set of bottleneck links where j is saturated can be given by,
£; = ( ; e £ | 7- = | } .

( a .2)

From the above argument we can conclude the following.
7 / = 7*

i i l e C 'j ,

(A.3)

7/ > 7 1

if l e { C j - C j }

(A.4)

This implies th a t at the completion of first round trip tim e of j ’s RM cell,

B*— I

^ " \ l

^

if I G

if / 6 { £ ,- £ • } ,

(A ‘5)

and
1

f 0 if/€£-,
\ 7 1 if / € { £ , - - £ * } .

, , n
(
^

Once RM cell of session j is seen by the link, the new advertised rates are computed
via Equation (5.17). Note th at, on link I E

AA = 0, and A B = 0 . Thus we have,

n ( i +) =
On link I E

I e £*-

(A.7)

—£ '} , AA = 7 1, and A/? - 1. Thus, the new advertised rate will be
7z(*+ ) = 7/(0 +

1\ [

I e { Cj - £ “}.
—

1
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( A .8)
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Since the session is marked as bottlenecked on links I £

{£ j

— £ ’ }, 7 i(t) > 7 1,

and therefore, 7 i{t+) > 7 z(f). On the other hand, note th at 7 / for the links / £ £*
is not increased. This implies that the links / £ £ j are the bottleneck links for j.
Thus, the session j is saturated.

A .2

P ro o f of L em m a 2

1) In Lemma 1 it was shown th at the set C\ forms the bottleneck links for session, j ,
which receives the smallest fair rate allocation and the advertised rates on links £T
are not modified. It was shown that the advertised rate on links £,- —£J is increased
(i.e.,7 z(t+) > 7 z(t)). The new advertised rate on links £_,- —£ ) can also be given as
(A.9)

where C*(ij) = Xj = 7 1. The 7 i(t+) never falls below the quantity

Thus,

the statem ent 1 of lemma 2 follows.
2 ) If any other session, i £ S l ,i ^ j , is seen by any I £ £*, then i will be allocated

the rate, 7 1. Thus, when an RM cell from this group of VCs with the largest round
trip time, completes their round trip, all the VCs in the set S 1 get saturated with
the fair rate of 7 1.
3) Now, consider the arrival of another RM cell at a link, which was sent after an
RM cell was received by the saturated source j . Again, it should be noted that the 7 ;
for link I £ C1 is 7 1. Also note that the advertised rates on links I £ {£ j —£*}, seen
by the RM cells from the saturated connections are larger than 7 *. Thus, after the
first round trip tim e, the sessions with the minimum max-min fair rate (i.e., j £ S l )
will achieve saturation and will stay saturated. Now, the total saturation bandwidth
on the non-bottleneck links is given by

C 7=

E
teCj-c-
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Following a similar line of argument, consider any session fc, saturated with 7 ”1
as its allocation (i.e. k E S m) at tim e t.
7 m = m in {7 | 7 = ^

V/ E A for any & E <Sm}.

(A.11)

The advertised rates are given by

7, = 7mif i e c - k y
7/ >

7m

(a.12)

k e s m,

{ £ * - ££}, V fcESm,

(A.13)

and the new set of bottleneck links where k saturated can be given as,
a = {/ € £ 1 T" =

(A.14)

Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, after the computations of 7 / we will have,
7/(*+)= 7 /(* K I Z Z ’k,

(A.15)

and
1l(<+) > -»(«) +

16

- C't\-

<A' 16)

Since on links C* the advertised rates are not modified, the session k and any
other session sharing any I E ££, will be allocated the same rate, 7 m.

A .3

P roof of Lemma 3

Let us start with some unsaturated sessions in the network and assume th at the
sessions receiving fair allocation of 7 m_1 have saturated already. After an RM cell of
the set of unsaturated sessions completes its round trip, the session will be allocated
a rate equal to the minimum advertised rate among all the links. At least one link
must have the minimum 7/ among all links, which is larger than j m_1. Thus, any
unsaturated session, j , that traverse this link will choose this 7 / as its allocation.
The session which receives this allocation must be from the set S m, and once its RM
cell completes its round trip it will get saturated. This willbe true for any session
from the set S m. This concludes proof of lemma 3.
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